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FOREWORD

The major functions of.the Educational Resources Information Centk

(ERIC) are gathering, selecting, and rapidly disseminating information

about current resources useful to persons-,in all phases ana levels of

t.education. Having gathered and disseminated such information, ERIC alS'o

serves as a permanent arve for it.

An important additional task of the ERIC system is tii) !select, inte-

grate, and publish information, from the ERIC 'data base and elsewhere,

about particular topics of special current interest to eduCatOrs. Each.

year the ERIC system publishes 100 sucn"in rmatiOn analysis

products."

We beneye that the publication of such products provides a useful

service to educators, supplementing and going beyondthe acce'sprOvided

to the broad ERIC data base.. We are also aware of the hazard involved

in providing comprehensive and well-thought-out information about a topic
.

c,

of great current interest:- under"thebest circumstances, such a publica-

tion may be outdated:by the time it sees. the light of day..

This hazard is:Particularly acute in the case of this publication

on'the use'of computers in education. As'editor Abelson'and some of ihe

authors. represented in the volume argue, the topiCitself. is very Un-

, likely to become outmoded; educational use of computers is more probably

din its infandy. But some'information provided in any treatise on, this

topic is likely to be rapidly outdated. ,Still, certain computer basics

will remain relevant, as will careful examination of the many.posSible

uses of computers in education, considerations in evaluating courseware,

and both short-term and long-term social implications of the uses of °

computers in education. This volume covers these, four aspects of the

tOpic. well, without presuming to be exhaustive.

Irving Morrissett

Executive Director, Social Science

education Consortium

Director, ERIC Clearinghouse for

Social Stpdies/Social Science

Education

iv



FEELING COMFORTABLE WITH MICROCOMPUTERS

0

,"Feeling comfortable with-microcomputers"--in a nutshell the raison

d'etre for this book.

Microcomputers in'the classroom are here to stay; in fact computers.

'in society-in general have become a fact of life. It is.difficult to

imagine how deeply'domputers will affect our lives in the coming years-
. a

and how thorough-going will be the transformation of liftstyles reSulting

from the "information age" explosion that is just_beginning now ,ManY

have gPeculated, but one thing is certain: the impact of computers on

our lives will be no less remarkable than.the impact of the automobile

or the televisidn has been. Because of computers, our_world will look,

feel, and act very,different than kt does today. At this poin can

only guess at-specific implications, but whatever they are,

hide from them; they will find us.

Microcomputers are really hot mysterious di ov eric. In

many ways they are simpler than modern cars and telev ion sets, but

while we have grown up with cars and television and become used to them,

to many adults computers are new and strange. (Children` don't find them

strarige, though; they perceive computers as a very natural part of their

world.) /Many adults are afraid of computers, some feel inadequate and

'unprapared,to:deal'with them, and n just:plain-dOn't know that much
, .

,

.about them, The purpose of this boo , then4,is to'remedy eelings.

and'heSitations, whatever their Sourde.-
.

'For educators, micrpOoMputerioffeYthe potential Of a uniquely

effective teaching tool. This is not to say that this, potential has

already been actualized. On the contrary: we are still: in the "fumbling

around"stage in computer- assisted instruction. Nonetheless, CAI .is a

Current educational phenomenon and'will no doubt becbmemore important

as its present problem and'.inadequacies are worked through. Thus, you

as a teacher may someday (if not'already) want to try using computers to
. .

assist you in meeting the educational objectives yOu,have set for your
, .

classes. .c.IpthisIl.dok, we hope to provide; you with the knowledge you

need ".tO.b'allh4hillking.of computers as.tool0'.that youyourself, might-

use.

1



So loth knowledge and comfort are our goals. But this is not

exactly a "how' to," book. Itid designed to provide an atmosphere--an

internal "set"--for your initial foray into using microcomputers in the
r-1

classroom. have. tried and become frustrated, we hope the book

will rectify the-problem and make you better prepared to try again.

'In the first chapter, we introduce you to the microcomputer itself.

This is not a technical discusion designed for beginning engineering

students. Rather, it provides the down -to- earth information that'you

need to-understand the bomputer from a user's point of view. We try to

make the seemingly obscure'and technical understandable, and to demystify

the entire matter. ,We,take the position that the computer is a tool fort

your use--you are the master- -and we Show you how the tool is put

together and-how it works.

Thp second-bhapter,described why and how microcomputers are being,0.0s
/

usrd in ;schools. It provideS an overview of uses and some specifib

examples. The purpose of-this chapter is .to tell you something about

what other, people are thinking and doing, in the hbpe that this knowledge'

'11 help you generate,ideas'abouthoW this new educational aid might be

'Jiseful an terms of your own teaching objectives.

Chapter 3 introduces you to courseware evaluation; how you

Can judge the value' of the many--computer.programs. that, are available for

Use in the classroom. YoU.are far more-likely to use programs written

by others.than you are to write your. own. Therefore, it'is impbrtant,
.

for you to have some criteria for' identifying the programs that are right

for your needs.

It is probably best for a teacher using computer- assisted instruc-
. ,

tion,to have a feel for some of, the broader issU4's related to computers

in education, as well as practical knOwledg The purpose of the fourth

chapter, whidh concerns social. and educational issuesand directions, is

to provide a persPettive about these broader, issues and a context'intp

which you might plabe your own activities.

Most of the readings provide a bibliography of references and fur-

ther resources In addition, a List of some resources available through

the ERIC system is provided at the end of the book.

We hope, that you will find this book useful and that if you are

considering using microcomputers to further your educational goals, the

book will provide you with the proper background for your endeavors.
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'ebviously, the information and views contained in the book are only a:

beginning; hopefully-they:Will-excite-yOur:quridsity-and giveyou'enoUgh

confidence to further investigate the intriguing possibilities computers

hold for the edUcator. If there is bne thought ,for you to keep- -both

whiie'reading the book and afterward as well - -it is this The computer..

is a tool, no more, nojess; it is yourobjectives that are important.

Like any skiXledprofes4onaL your_sucCess in reaching those objectives

will be largely determined._ by_ how effectively you .use the toolstof-.1rour

trade. ,New tooleand methods can be strange and even sometimes frighten-
-
ing, but skill And knowledge overcome strangeness and fear.. We'liopeo,

that after reading this book:, you will "feel comfortable with miCro-

comRuters"1



1. INTRODUCTION TO,MICRO9QMPUTERS

by Robert B. Abelson

When learning about a new field, it is hard to know Where to start.

Since theipurposecif this book is to make you knowledgeable and comfort-

able enough abouticomputers to use them in the classroom, we might as

well start with the computer itself.

A microcomputer is not reaily.a single "thing," but a system of
o

things; i.e., interrelated components. Some of these cdtponents are

actually "things",in the`,sensethat if you g'ot hit,ove'rthe head with"

one, it would hurt. These Include-keyho/ards, TV-like screens; disk

driVes, and plastic boards containing electronic devices;'iaken together,

these components are known as hardware.' They are interrelated and form

a functional system in the same way that electr,onic components (such as

FM..;enner, record'player, ampliier; and speakers) form a hi-fi system.

There is another type of "thing" that is also part of the whole

system; it is called software. Softwareiis simply another name for com-
.

puter programs, or the instructions written in a special language that

tell the hardware what to do and when to do it. Strictly,, speaking,

therefore, a:program is not physical "thing" inthe same way that a

piece of hardware is, but rather a method for solving .a problem or per-

forming-a task.

Do not 'confuse softWare with he'medium on" which it is stored; a

song is not the same thing as the phonograph record or tape cassette on

which it is stored. We will discuss various ways of storing programs

and other info ation later (e.g., floppy disks, computer memory modules,

etc.).

One last e definition: "courseware" is simply software that has

teaching as its purpose. COmputer,assisted instruction (CAI), therefore,

is based on computer programd (i.e , courseware) designed with educa-
..

tionaobjectives in mind.

In this chapter; we first cover hardware, then software, and finally

how the entire system works together. The mirpose Of the discussion is

to make seemingly obscure and technical terms and-processes understand-

able to the novice--to demystify computers.



Hopefully, you will then be comfortable enough with computers to begin

considering how you might be able to use them in the classroom to further

your own eduCational goalL
Ai

Hardware

The Central Processing Unit

The hegrt--or perhaps more literally, the brain--of,the computing

system is the "central processing unit" or CPU. This electronic wonder

is a product of modern high-technology, in which-thousands of electronic

components (such as transistors) are miniaturized and etched into a small

piece of specially prepared semiconductor material to form what is called

an integrated circuit. The basic material used is often silicon; hence

the name,,"Silicon Valley,." referring to the area in California where

many of these integrated circuits or'"chips" are manufactured: A typical

CPU chip is physically a very thin wafer, measuring about one-quarter

inch square, and is mounted in a package suitable for attachment to a

board containing other types of integrated circuits and components.

Many of these CPUs cost less than ten. dollars.

JuStas there are different brands and models of cars, each per-

forming much the same function but varying in design,. there are different

brands and models.of CPUs. But instead of being called "Starfire" or

"Supergalactic Special" like cars, they halie been giv,en more mundane

names, such as 8080, Z80A, 6502, and 68000. The manufacturer of each

brand and model of compUter selects the chip tb beincorporated into its

system from the limited'number available today on the basis of the CPU's

specific performance characteristics.

HasiCally, any CPU has the followinTgeneralifunctions: (1) it

interprets the program instructions and executesIthem at the right time

and in the right order; (2) it controls the actions of the other parts

of the system, such'as causing data to be moved from one of the various

components to another; and (3) it performs the arithmetic and lbg'ical

operations such as adding, subtracting, and/'making decisions."

12M-a.
A second major component in a compUting'system is its internal

information storage capability, called memory. It is easiest to

/ 6
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conceive of memory as a large cabinet with a great many pigeonholes in

whicthings can be :put, similar to the post office boxes you can rent

at the post office. The number of these electronic pigeonholes in

today's microcomputers is usually approximately 64,000 or "64K," although
4

you can buy computers with memory sizes of 32K, 48K, 128K, etc. (One

"K" equals, 1,024, which is two raised to the tenth power; for certain

technical reasons computer engineers tend to count in binary, rather

than in our normal decimal number system.)

If you were to look inside one of these pigeonholes (or memory

cells), you would find eight on-off 'switches,,each conceptually similar

to a wall switch that turns an overhead light on and off. The main thing

to realize is that each of these eight switches can have only two states:

on or off. (In binary terMinology, the number "1" refers to the "on"

state, and "0" refers to "off. ") Therefore, if you work out all the

permutations and combinations, you will find that there are exactly 256

ways you .can arrange these eight switches (for example, the first two on

and the other six.off; the second, fourth, and fifth on angl the other

five off; etc.). The implication is that each cell can hold any piece

of'information that can be coded in up 'to 256 ways. Each such unit of
A'

information,, or of information storage capaCity, is called one byte.

Let's take an example. Each letter of the alphabet can be assigned.

an eight-digit binary code (i.e., using only l'sandO's); for example,

upper case "A" could be coded as 01000001 (i.e., arrange the eight

switches from 'left to right. as off -on -off- off - off - off - off -on). As a

matter of fact, a system of coding all the letters of'the alphabet, as

well as the numbers\and spcial characters like asterisks, is in common

use today. This system uses one byte of memory for each letter; number,

or other character., Thus, storing the word "FROG" in memory takes four

of the 64,000-bytes in the memory of a typical microcomputer. Storing a

typibal double-spaced typewritten page of information requires approxi-

mately 2,000 bytes of memory (one byte for every typed character on the

page).

Each byte or cell of memory has an "address"--a umber or some other

code referring to its location; much like post office boxes are assigned

box numbers. When the CPU needs data from memory to carry cup, an

instruction, it specifies an address and asks for the contents of that



cell to be sent to one of its own internal registers. Similarly, to

store information, it sends the. contents of one of its'internal registers

to a specified memory address. Programs are therefore written in-terms

of addresses rather than in terms of specific information. 'for example,

to add two numbers, you tell the.CPU to retrieve the contents of, say,

address "A," then of address "B," add,, then,store the answer in address-

"C." You then instruct, the CPU to display the contents of address "C"

on the TV.screen monitor. This type of programming, allows great flexi-

bility: whatever numbers you'have previously stored in cells "A",and

"B" will be added by this little program.

One final point about memory must be made. Two common types of

memory, are in use--RAM (random access memory). and ROM (read only memory).

There are two major. differences,between RAM and ROM: 11) ROM is perma.

nently "burned in," so that the CPU can retrieve information from it but

cannot send new information to be stored there, whereas RAM can be both

"read" frpm and "written" to; and (2) when you turn off the .power to the

machine, RAM totally loses all the information stored, whereas ROM

retains it. ROM is therefore used by manufacturers to store certain,

very basic information that must be available to the CPU at all times,

regardless of whatever else is going on inside the computer. RAM, on

the other hand, is more like a,scratch pad that can be used for any

transient purpose; if you want to save what you have stored there, how-.

ever, you must copy it onto a T4rmanent mediuM, such'as a disk, before

turning off the machine.

Peripheral' Storage Devices

Because of the way in which memory is electronically connected to

the CPU, memory is.generally thought of as'being an "internal" or

"central" component,of the computing system. "Peripheral" devices that

can also'be connected to the system have much the same general functions

as memory--with a few significant difference.. These devicest,simply
rr.

provide 'a Means for storing much larger quantities of.informailon than

central memory can hold, and the information can usually be stored in a

permanent form. However, before the information can be used by the CPU,

it must first be placed in memory; therefore, it takes longer to access

peripheral informatiOn.

1 2



The most common peripheral storage method used in microconedters is

the "floppy disk." The diik itself is a round plistic platter/that looks

a little like a flexible version of a .45 rPm phonograph record. It is

coated with a substance that can be magnetized in such'a way that it can

store a great many binary numbers (1's and O's).. These binary numbers

are organized into bytes*just as they,are in central memory. Thue, the
, .

informatibn on the disk can be'- "read into" memory, at which time it

becomef directly available to the CPU. Similarly, any.number.oiobytee

in memory can be "written" on the disk for permanent storage;' obviously,

once: on the disk, 'the information can be read back into memory at a later

time. The physical device that does the reading. and writing is called '-a

disk drive.

Other common peripheral storage devides:inolddetape drives and

hard diskdrives Tape drives;fOr microcomputers use:tape cassettes and

function similar to audiotape recorders. Although cheaper, they are

much slower in operation than disk drives and have an important addi-.

tional limitation: --tcp find'any desired, piece of-information, yod'have

to read allOr part.Of the tape sequentially from beginning to end.

Disks, on the other hand, are "random access,",meaning thatyou-Can

immediately access any information nO,matter where it. is on the ,disk

`without searching for it sequentially from the beginning.:-

Hard disks are common in business, but rare .n the, smaller systems

that are-used in schools. Basically, a hard disk functions in the same

way as; a floppy disk, except it has a much larger capacity and is much

faster in operation. You cannot ordiriarily remove the actualHmedium,

however. The hard disk syptem is like a jukebox in which the records,

aie.miore.or,leSs permanently in place,. while the floppy disk is more

like a single-record phonograph in which the user selects and'mounts the

record he or she wants at that moment,

Recall that the typical-microcomputer memory can hold 64K bytes

(which is theoretically about 30 .double-spaced typewritten pages).

comparison,, a typical floppy disk can hold from 100K to 500K bytes,

depending on thesystet.' Hard disks can hold many millions of bytes.

Even though these devices are random accessi.this does not,thean the

informationA.s placed helter-skelter on the:disk. In fact, there is

13
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always a 'rather structured organization, and it takes some compliCated
.

software to keep. track of where'each piece of information resides. With-

out examining the. technicalities of how this is dime, it is'important d

know that, froin the user's point of view, the infOrmation is organized
_ \ .

into files. Jk file is simply'a body of infOrmatioh about some particular

thing. It:could be a file.of data, for''example, dr it could be a file

of computer instructions programi. Each'file is 'given a name,;

when the user wants to access the .information on the file, he or she

refers to it by its name, rather than by its location on the disk.

Input/Output Devices

In order to get these mar'lous electronic systems to help us in

our work, we obviously need a way to Communicate with themandbecause

they are our tools, not we theirs, we, must 5e able to communicate in

language or othei means tlipt is comfortable for,ns. The.devices which

allow such communication are called input/output (I /O) devices.'

The MoSt'common input device is the faMiliar keyboard. Basically,

it looks like (and is used like) a typewriter. We type-in our commands

and inforMation and the device (along with its associated software)

translates each keystroke into a pattern of l's and'O's that the computer

can-"understand." Often, the characters we type in are translated into

their binary codes and directly stored in the computer's memory, one

byte: per character, forlater uSe. , Alternatively, the software already

dsibivig in the com titer recognizes the pattern .of characters we type in/.
- ,

as a command to do 'so hing, in which case the command is directly //
/

The opposite side of the coin is:the printer:: This output device

translates bytesjof binary code sent by the computer into electro7'

mechanical signals that control the printing.mechanism. Similarly, a TV

monitor (also called.a video display) prints characters on the/creen or

executed by the CPU.

draws pictures.in response to the binary 'signals sent by the computer.

In addition to these common and familiar I/O devices, a/large group

of other. devices can be used to accept input or produce output. There'

are input devices that translate VarioUS kinds of human responses into a

set of binary numbers; that is tilt Only way a computer can work with the

.information "Joy sticks," for example, accept mechanical movement and

10 14
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code it so that.the computer "knows"-which way you.have moved the-stick.

There are also environmental sensors (such as those found in "

micr6processor-based ignition and fuel systems in cars) that,translate

temperature, pressure, etc. into binary codes.

Various types of output devices do the reverse: they translate

binary signAls.sent by the computer into some form that can be understood

by people (or by other machines). For example, a plotter translates

these_signals-into pea movements to cause a graph or.diagram to be drawn

-'on ia piece of'paper.1 There are even speech synthesizers that allow the
. .

computer to "understand" the spoken word and. to produce "speech" that we

can understand.'

In general, an intermediary device is placed between the computer

And the I/O compOnent. This device, calledan'interface, involveS both

hardware and software necessary to make the translations described above.

These translations between hUmiAn language and computer-language are made

automatically by the I/O devices and their interfaces, so that the%user

finds it very natural to communicate with the machine.

}.$
o

Putting the Components Together

We have now described the most important hardware components of a

typical microcomputer system: the central_processing unit (CPU), memory,:.,

peripheral storage devices, and input/output devices. Many manufacturers

of small computers package All or some of these components in one unit,

so that from the user's point of view; it is simply one Machine. Other

manufacturers supply the components separately, so that the user plugs

the various parts together. Advantages of the first method include com-

pactness and the assurance that the parts are all compatible. An adyam-

tage of the second method is lexibility--youcan pick and choose the

-components that best fit your needs and. you can easily add new products

when they become available.

Regardless of how the computing system is packaged, from a logical

(but not necessarily electronic) point of view, you can think of the

parts as fitting together as shoWn in the diagram below. As the diagram

shows, the CPU can communicate with all the other devices, which makes

* sense because it is the CPU that controls the functioning of the entire

system.



PERIPHERAL
.STORAGE

(tapes, disks).

KEYBOARD

(input)

CPU

VIDEO

(output)

Software

MEMORY

(RAM .& ROM)

PRINTER

(output)

Computer:hardware, no matter hoW fancy, basically sits there and

does nothing until.iti.s told to act. What tells it? The answer, of

course, is'that coulputer programsSttings of instructions and related

inforMationPrOvide the intelligence. It is the programs that tell the

CPU what operations to perform and in whatsequence. Another name for

computer programs is software.

Programs must somehow firstbe stored in the memory of the computer,

and in the computer's own'language (bytes of binarylcode)i before the

CPU can access and understand their instructions. Normally,-the act of

placing the instructions in memory 1S-initiated'hy a:Command to read a

file of program instructions into memory from a Wipheral device, such

as a diskor by directly typing the commands in on the kpybOard. Later,

we .will discuss a little moreabout how these prOgrams work, but first

let us.lOok at the various types of programs that exist.

U

Operating Systems.

When you realize. that even the seemingly simple:command to read a'

program from a disk into memory requikes that the CPU recognize your

command, and that.the hardware, really cannot do anything by itself

(including recognizing the simple command to "READ"), it becomes clear,

12 16



that there must be some level of software always residing in the com-

puter's memory.. This is where ROM comes in. Recall that ROM is memory

which is "burned ih"--i.e., the information it holds'is never changed

and is not lost when power to the machine .is turned off.

ROM holds a smallmaster program which, among :other things, tells

the CPU the first thing :to do each time the power7is'turned. on

.Generally, it tells the CPU't read a specific program file on a specific

disk drive into memory. (Of course, it istthe user's tespOnsibility to

first insert thecorrect disk into the disk drive.). This program is

part.Of a large, complicated set of software known as:the operating sys-

tem-, which is generally supplied by the manufacturer when you buy the

hardware.

Each brand and model of computer has its own operating system, but

All operating systems consist of a et of master programs that handle

the everyday, always-used operations such as decoding keyboard characters

and recognizing certain very basic commands (such as "read a 4isk file")°.

Since virtually all other programs use at least some of these very basic

operations, no other program will run without the Operating system.

One of,the most important functions of an operating system in a°

computer that'uses disk drives is to handle the disk operations.' The

operating system allows you to refer to files by names, rather than .

/

worrying about where they reside.on theractuardisk. It also.keeps track

of what patts of the disk already contain information; thus,. when you

want, to store something else on,the disk, it will not over-write the old

information unless you tell it to.

Computer users usually need not concern themselves with the internal

mechanics of operating system software. A manual that comes With the

computer tells you what commands to type in to make the computer do vari-

ous things; the system programs will automatically interpret these com-

mands and instruct'the CPU to perform the required, function.

Language Translators

Another common type of software available today consists of programs

translateranslate other programs into the computer's own language. These

translators allow, .you to write your programs in a natural, English...like

language,,which is much easier to do than writing in the computer's own



peculiarlanguage-using only lodes comprised of
/

and O's., The trans-

lator program reads your program as input and translates your instruc-

tions into the appropriate machine code. A

Swim of the mcre.coffimon languages for which translators exist are

BASIC (a general-purpOse beginner's language), FORTRAN (a scientific` and.

lnathematically-oriented language), and COBOL (a business-oriented lang-

uage& A wide variety of other, sPeCial-pUrpose languages also exist.

There are several methods for handl4g.language translation. A

"compiler" is a program that translates your entire program into

machine language program which is then/stored on a disk.. The resulting(

maChine language program can be read into memory and run at any future
, .

time without retranslating, resulting in very rapid execution.

An 4interpre.ter, on the other/hand, translates each individual

instruction in your program and thenimmediately executes it. It does

not create an entire machine langUage program first, just a series of

machine instructions corresponding to a single statement in your prOgram.

Programs run under' interpreters' are much slower than compiled programs,

but interpreters make modifying prograMs and debugging them' (removing

errors) easier.

There are other types of translators, each with specific advantages

and disadvantages, but as:a group, this special type of softWare makes

programming much easier than it would be if .you could only'communicate

with the computer in its/own. language.

Applications Programs/

Do not get the idea that you must write your own programs in order

to use a computer. ';In,fact, there are probably more people using com-

puters today who haVen't the slighteAt idea of,how to program them than

there are professional (or amateur) programmers.

Available on the market is an enormous,array of so-called "applica

tions programsH7-programs written for a specific use or application.

CAI courseware represents one type of applications program. 'Generally,

you buy disks fbr your machine with the programs you want already stored

on them. You simply insert. the disk ilvthe,disk drive and command'the

computer to read the disk and execute the program. Later in this boOk

we will lOok at various types of courseware that are commercially avail-

able,

14 is



Some Perspective on SoTare 4

A
As we have,seen, hardware does.essentially nothing--except look

'pretty and cost money -- without software. FUrthermore,althoughthere
e

are,some differenctiin the quality and c pacity of comparably priced

components today, the hardware in most c puters in a'giyeri:price range.
..e. ,

performs pretty much the same. It should.therefore.be becOming clear.'
.,

that most of the.value of a computer to you, your studentt; or your

school is contained in the software.

While hardware has been getting dramaticallylOss47Xpensiye over
d

theyears, good software is still extremely costly to.produce because

writing good programs is so labor-intensive and requires reeti.deal of

skill and experience: And there is a great"deal of)differ
. .

tween

good and bad software; as with so many'things in this,world, good things

do not often come cheap or easy. Later in this book, we will look'at
, .

some ways' you can evaluate the,quality and usefulness of CAI courteware,

How It Works

. .

Remember thatotrLgoel in this discussion is to make' you knowledge-

able enough to.feel. comfortable about:using computers to further your

teaching objectives. We have so far,disCussed.hardware and software, so.'

that you now know about the various essential.elements that make'up.a

computing system.' The final section of this introductory.chapter

attempts to provide,some'insights about how the system actually Worksin

running a program. -You do not absolutely need this information in order

to successfully use courseware in Oilr classes, but knowing: it will give.

you a greater understanding of how the programs work and will assist in

demystifying the,entire field.

InternalProgram Storage

Three basic concepts are important in understanding hoW a computer
4 -

runs a program. The first is the idea of theinternally stored program.

This simple idea was one of the biggest, breakthroughs in the development

of computing theory, which alloWed the creation of modern computers. We

have actually.already made reference to it: All the instructions that

comprise the computer program are stored in the memory of the computer,



just "as if they were data: imother words, the method, or "algorithm" C`---

,e
for solving .a problem or pe /orming a task, is stored in its entirety in

the memory of the computer - before the computer begins its work.
) e° '0

This alsp means phat,electronically and physically, there is abso-
0 -',?

c,

Ween data and Program. In fact, if you were to

! look at 'the conte ts'pf a cell in memory, you could not tell whether the

lutelyviT dif

/Y

erencs,b0

, P
cellheld rOgram instruction. All you would see would be t.

eight bi numbjes., l's and O's. The entire program, with all its

lobps, hetdecision.criteria,- and so forth, is `stored in the cbm-

V

. _

.

pu rb :tore any execution Occura.

a d/Conditional Branching

ire program stored in memory alloWs decisiOns to be

,irode,,
, :

0

1-46:CoTuteron the basit!of'some condition which exists, without
.;-

.:40.4rventionby the user. Thus, the .CPU _can be executing a series of
,?, T _

inStructions, dome to a decision point, and branch to one or another

1?,

,sexies of instructions depending on. the outcome of the decision. Herd

is how this is accomlished: '

,
.

,

0

The CPU has an internal register knoWn as the "program counter.":

The program countsr 'register holds:the address of the cell.in memory
v

that contains the next instruction to be.execUted: .(Inthis way, the

CPU "knows" which cells in memory hold instructions rather thandata.)

Normally, after each instruction is executed, the CPU automatically

incteasesthe number inlits program counter. by one: It then fetches the

instruction in that memory cell for its next cycle.

."there are instructions that allow-you to change the prograrkcounter

to anything you want, however. :These inStructionecanbe combined with

'other instructions to allow "conditional branching." For example, in

your program you can instruct the CPU to compare two numbers, say A and

B. If A is larger than B, the program instructs the CPU to reset the

program counter to, say, memory dell 1000. Then-on the next Cyclei the

CPU will execute the instruction found in cell 1000. If.A is not larger,

than B; the CPU simply increases the. program counter by, one, in the

normal way, and executes that instruction next. Therefore, a different

instruction is executed if-A is larger than B than if A is not.

20
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Symbolic Addressing and Coding'

The'thirdimportant concept to understand is that of "symbolic

addresSing and coding." drrginaily,°programming computers was extremely

tedious 'and very error-prone because all;data and instructionsihad.tobe

coded as l's and' O's and then entered that way into the computer: As

yob. 'know from* our discussion of software, language translators, were

'eventually developed so that you could prograth in English-like commands

(like "ADD"%and "READ"); the translator program then,codes these commands

into the appropriate binary patterns.

In addition, the so-called higher-level languages, like BASIC, allow

a programmer to refer to memory addresses by symbolic names. The.pro-

grammer can assign a symbolic'code name to any addres6 and then'refer to

the contents of that cell by its symbolic name. Thus, programMing became

a muV2.,_more feasible., and natural; task. One- can;now, for, example, write

programs with commands such as "ADD COST TO OVERHEAD" op "TOTAL = ITEM1

+ ITEM2" instead of "oololloimoolol0004uoloipolOiloic

.A Simple Program

Now we are.ready.to look-at a simple example that.' llustrates the

logic of a program. This example will help, you understand how a computer
,

"thinks-.." You:may be surprised at how little a computer,can actually do

in.eaCh step' and at hdw simple the operations really are. From these

simple operations, however, some pretty. complex programs cari be built.to

perform some very complex tasks. (The f011OWing discus4on is a bit
. r

technical, And it certainly is not necessary for a teacher to master in

order to effectively use CAI; it ismonetheless'included for:those

readers. who are interestedinHincreasing-theirknowledge of:how computers

really work.)

Let us talse4pour example the task of Adding-two numbers, which

are typed in on thekeybOard, and didplaying the answer on the screen.

Before proceeding, yOu need'three additional facts: .First,-the keyboard,.-

has a register called a "bufferi" which holds the binary representation

of the character-yot just typed; second, when you type:a character, the

keyboard seL a "status switch," whidh-indicatea'that there is a code

residing in its buffer; and third, the. CPU has 4 register that'ye shall'

call the "accumulator," which holds numbers) (or codes) that are to be

operated upon.

17
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No* let'

to'performou

1. Loo

number is wai

typed in a n

2. Mov

3. Mov

list the major steps through which the tali/outer must go

simple task:

at the keyboard status signal. Does it indicate, that a

ing in the keyboard buffer indicating the operator has

er? If not, keep looking. If so, proceed to step 2.

the number in the buffer to the CPU accumulator. register.

the number in the accumulator to a memory cell that we

will refer to by the symbolic name "A." (Memory cell "A" will now con-

tain our first number.)
6

4.. Rep at step 1 (this time we are looking for the second number

which is to b typed.in)1"

5. Rsplat step 2 (after the operator has typed in the second..

number)

6. Mov 'the number in the accumulator to a memory cell that we

will refer ,to by the symbolic name

7. Mov the contents of memory cell "A" (which holds the first

number to be gdded) to the accumulator.

8. Addlthe contents of memory cell "B" to the-contents of the

accuMulator.

9. Store the contents of the accumulator (which now holds the sum

of the two numbers) in a memory ce11'that we will refer to by the sym-

bolic name "C."

10. Move the contents of memory cell "C" to.the video device.

-Shown below is a program, written in the BASIC language, to accom-

plish the above Steps. Note that in this language-, each instruction

must be assigned a number.

1 INPUT A
.

2 INPUT B-

LET C = A B

4 PRINT-C

Let us nowmodify our pr7ogram to illustrate conditional branching.

This time, assume we want the computer to stop if the second number we

enter is zero; otherwise, the computer does the addition, displays the
)

answer, and then repeats the whole program with a new set of two nutters

to beadded. You can also see in this program the function of the

instruction numbers; they tell the CPU what to set theprogram counter
-N.

to when you want'it set to something other than the next instruction.

18



1 INPUT A

2 INPUT B

3P IF :B = 0 THEN GOTO. 7

4 j LET C 11 A -1- B

5 'PRINT C

6 1 GOTO 1

\
7

1

'. STOP
,

With; the information presented in this chapter, you now know most.-4.
,t."

o what you need to begin considering computer-assisted instruction for

yo ur classes. In the following .chapter, we turn our attention to why

and how.microcomputers are being used as educational aids.

23
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2. WHY AND HOW MICROCOMPUTERS ARE BEING USED IN SCHOOLS

Now that we have discussed what microcomputer systems are and a
.

little about how they work, it is time to turn our attention to why and

how they are being used in schools. Since this book is targeted pri-

marily at social studies teachersdour emphasis wherever possible is on

using the computer in social studies. However, most of what is.said

here applies to all subjects.

The reason the computer is such an exciting.new educational tool is

: that it is so well suited to certainftypes of instructional strategies.

In fact, it may provide the best way of implementing some of these

strategies. This is not to say that computers are currently being used

to their full potential in this regard. In fact, as we have seen, the

potential of the computer does not reside in the hardware itself, but

rather in the software that is written to actualize, this potential.

Later in this book we will consider some ways of evaluating courseware,

but for now, let us look at why such great potential exists. The fol-

lowing discussion illustrates some of the uses for which computers are

particularly well suited.

We can (perhaps arbitrarily) classify these uses into three groups:

(1) to provide conditions known to facilitate learning, (2) to provide

conditions favorable to motivation, and (3) to provide efficient manage-

ment of learning.

First, good courseware can provide a variety of conditions known to

facilitate learning. For example, good courseware can provide immediate

feedback (learning is generally inversely proportional to the length of

time between response and reinforcement,or other feedback). The computer

can be.used to require active motor and/or cognitive participation on

the.part of the student, as opposed to passive listening or reading

(involvement of motor and multiple associative pathways strengthens

learning); it can also be used to break down complex tasks or material

into easily mastered steps (ihaping or successive approximation can be a
4

very effectiVe teaching strategy). Courseware can perceptually organize

complex phenomena or information through dynamic graphics and other

techniques '(learning can be facilitated through creative use of new and

different:perceptual organizations).. It can also, of course, provide

lots of practice (strength of learning is proportional to number of

trials or time on task).
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Socond, good courseware can provide conditions favorable to motiva-

tion. It can provide a highly motivating background in which -practice

or new learning occurs; using computers has been found to be inherently
,

highly motivating and fun for students, especially when graphics and

interactive techniques are used creatively. Furthermore, CAI can be

used'to give students more control over their own learning experience by

creating a learning situation in which students. have more responsibility

(this applies to those computer-based activitiba,that are more sophisti-

cated than simple drill- and - practice programs). Also motivationally

advantageous is the fact that the computer can provide totally objective

feedback not confounded by the teacher's mood or attitudes and expecta-

tions toward the student or by the student's interpersonal patterns. A

good program can also continuously and automatically adjust the diffi-

\oulty cf a lesson so that.every student has a predominantly-successful

experience, regardless of ability or stage in learning.

Finally, computer-assisted instruction can.be used to providi effi-

cient management of learning. It can provide drill and practice with a
0

minimum of wasted teacher and student time, it can continuously and auto-

maticelly present tasks or information that depend on the student's per

formance on prior tasks, and it can automatically provide the teacher

with a record and analysis of students' successes, failures, strengths,

weaknesses, and response patterns. Moreover, CAI has the potential of

permitting the teacher to personalize each student's learning activities

by setting parameters in the computer programs, ,as well as by selecting
1

different types of programs depending on the student's best learning.

style; for example, highly structured programs such as drill and prac-

tice for students who need structured direction, programs emphasizing

graphics for students who learn best through visualization, and, programs

allowing free use of data bases for students who learn best through

exploration, discovery, and insight. Lastly, computers can be used to

provide activities that investigate or use-highly complex situations or

material that would be difficult or impossible-to use without.a computer;,

for example, computer programs can simulatephenomena the student would

otherwise not be able to experience, they can explore data bases not

otherwise readily available to'the student, and they can quickly perform

calculations that allow the student to examine very complex relation--

ships.
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The readings in this chapter examine in some detail ways in whi,,ch

microcomputers can be and are being used in;schools. The first 'reading,'

by Denyse Forman, lists a wide variety of computer applications'' in educa-

tion. Computer-assisted instruction iu only ono of twelve applicati

Aescribod. Wo include this reading first, to provide an 'Overview of all

the likely contributiOne a computer can make in a school; the readings

that follow generally concentrate on CAI..

In the second reading, James E. Davis and John D. Haan describe in:

more detail seven categories of instructional courseware: drill and

practice, tutorials, demonstrations, simulations, information retrieval

and Analysis, instructional games, and computer literacy skills programs.

Although examples are drawn from elementary social studies, the descrip-

tions apply equally to other levels.

The next three articles provide more spe is discussions of the

of educational software in schools. T st, "The Computer in

The School: A Case Study," by Andrew Zucker,
y
es many examples of

the ways in which computers are actually being used in schools. Although

he describes applications beyond social studies, Zucker provides many

ideas about how the computer can, be beneficially employed and includes

some examples related to the social studies. One, for instance, involves.

a high school history student who used the computer to correlate U.S.

:senators' voting records on civil rights with a number of other
VI*

ables.

The second article, "Social Studies Education in the Information

Society,." by Beverly Hunter,:focuses on simulations and data bases as

examples of computer-based tools that can be used in social studies

instruction. The examples also suggest ways in which these tools can be

used to help analyze the impact of. computers in society.

The third paper, "Using Microcomputers in the Social Studies," by

ThomasfD. Weible and Jacqueline McMahon, describes a typical type of

simulation program. It is presented here to provide a more detailed

description than the previous articles of how such simulations operate.

It shows-hoW7Vils-tgf activity can be used to involve students in

the events of a time period, in this case the late 1920s and early 1930s.

The authors report that students asked to comment on the experience gave

responses such as "I feel the game was a great challenge and helped me

better understand the Great Depression,"
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Cne of the most exciting uses of a computer for instructional pur-

poses is in conjunction with a videodisc. So far precious little soft-

ware is available for this function, but the technology, which already

exists, has tremendous promise as, an educational method. Therefore, no

anthology on our topic would be complete without inclusion of the "intel-

ligent videodisc." The article by Jeff Kemph, "Videodisc ComeS

School,"describes the technOlogyandthemays it can be tised4nter-

activ,aiy with a microcompUter in an educational context.
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POTENTIAL; ACTUAL, AND PROJECTED USES:

OF .THE COMPUTER IN EDUCATION

by Denyse Forman

A search of the literature reveals that there are various applies7

tions which have been identified as being reasonable -and effective uses

of the computer in education. These applications include, the following:

I. Administrative applications, which include SulActivities' as

keeping track of accounting, payroll, inventory, and employee records

and of attendance,. grades, and' student reeordt. The computer has also

been used in administration in clasS timetabling and in Simplatin,models

toforecast the implications of decisions' and changes in the educational

environment.

2. Curriculum planning applications such as the resource informa=

tion file which was developed and is being used in AlaSka to provide

teachers with information on, available educational resources.

Professional develOpment applications, which not only provide

teachers with, new skills and an understanding of the uses of computers

in education, but could also provide highly informative and 'imaginativeY.

professional development courses in other areat.of,education.

4. Library applications, which involve the computer-in maintaining,

recordsof_holdings, managing intra- and inter - library loans, and enab-:

ling users to search files for relevant titles and information.

5. Research applications, which enable a school or district to

analyze data collected on a.regular basis: or for specialpurposes

6. Guidance and special services applications, which include :conk-

Plater administration and scoring of selected standardized tests: pro-

vision of guidance and career information using a computer; and the

administration of tests and the analysis of data to assist special educa

tien persennel'with the diagnosior-S-md remediation of learning problems.

Excerpted from "Search of the Literature," in The.Computing Teacher 9,
no 5 (January 1982),, pp. 43-44. Used by permission of the International
Council on Computers in Educatidn.
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.7. Testing applications, which include computer assistance in the

construction, adminiattation, scoring, and evaluation and analythis of

test results.
.

.

8. Instructional aid applications, which involve. the Use of the
.-

computer in the same-manner that any audiovisual device orpiece of

laboratory equipment may be used to demonstrate or illustrate-conceiT

or to allow students to manipulate parameters without having. to duplicate

a real world Situation. °
. .

9. Instructional management applications, which assist the teacher

in p=oviding individualized or small-grouo 'instruction by using the com-

puter to manage the student's learning exoeriences and to monitor and :

assess progress,

glo. computer-assisted instruction applications, which involve the

computer in taking over a central part of the instruction of. the student

and which can'include a number of different modes of interaction with

the student...

a. Prill-and-practiceprograms take advantage of the,com-

Puter'S'tireless patience anckability. to provide immediate feedback and,-

reinforcement to prescribe, provide, and monitor potentially very, complex

.drill-and-practice activities which can be tailored to a student's indi-.

vidual needs.

b. Tutorial programs, depending, on the capabilities and the

storage capacity of the computer system, are dialogues between the

learner and the designer of the educational program. The computer acts

as a "tutor" to teach the student concepts and skills. The worst of.

such programs are simply page-turners which present passages of text and

then ask the studentto answer a question on what they have just read.

The.best type of tutorial, called "dialog," leads the active learner
,

through a series of carefully planned questions to some new understanding

or of the topic at hand.

c. Simulations or controllable worlds are programs in which

the computer can be used to simulate or generate environments for the

learner so that he or she can change variables and explore situations in

a manner that might have been too expensive, too restricted by time

limitations, too dangerous, or too impossible to allow the student to

'
explore in the real world.
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11. Computer awareness and literacy applications, which involve

the computer in preparing students to understand and to be able to use

computers in our future computer-oriented society.

12. Computer science applilations;yhich include teaching students

about computer architecture, operations, programming, ana applications.

sr
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MICROCOMPUTERS IN THE SOCIAL STUDIES

by James E. Davis and john.D. Haas

There are at leiSt two categories of classroom. use of microcom-

puters: (1) management and recor Aping tasks and (2) instruction.

Many routine Cla!sroom chores can b completely handled by an in- class

computer or can be simplified with the help of a computer.. Teachers do

quite a bit of record-keeping that could become.lessmardensome with the

aid of a microcomputer: maintaining class rosters; checking textbooks

out to and back from individual students; recording and reporting student

attendance; recording completion and grading of'homework assignments;

recording resultS of quizzes, tests, and examinations; analysis of scores

in determining letter grades; creating and producing ditto masters! and

other information processing required by district and schOol policies.

There are seven general uses of microcomputers as aids to teaching

and learning: (1) drill and practice (2):tutorial, -(3) demonstration,

(4) simulation, (5) information retrieval and analysis,', (6) instructional

games, and CO computer literacy skills.

Drill and practice'is the simplest, most mundane type of micro-

computer use and also the easiest type of prograM to create (for profes-

siOnal program designers and for teachers who write their own software),

For social studies at theAlementary.school level, most programs fall in

this category, focusing on such topics as capitals of States, geo-

graphical location of nations and continents, relational geography (e.g.:,
\

Colorado is north of New Mexido and west df Kansas),:capitals of nations,

library research skills, and reading. and summarizing tables of inforMa-

tion preSented in graphics. c-

.

Tutorials instrudtthe student, in a sequence of question (computer)-

response(student),feedback-(computer), in the well -known programmed'

HihStruction'linear or branching formats. Elementary social studies pro-
.

grams of this type are how to read a map, how to handle moneYi how, a

bill becomes a law, colonies in the New World, and natural resources of

a nation. This use'is clearly almost as 4miting as drill and practice.
n .

Excerpted fram.a longer paper by Davis and Haas. Used by permission of

the authors..



Demonstration is a traditional teaching technique most commonly

used.in teaching science and mathematics. Using the microcomputer for,

demonstrations assures that the deMoristratiOn will work as planned and.

that all students can see what is happening-.-one or two at a time at .the

console. Further, this use often incorporates many special Capabilities

of the microcomputer, such .as highresolution graphics, multi7colored

diagrams, sound effects, and moving figures, Althoughthecomputer is

particularly well-suited to demonstrating such processes as Planetary

motion or fruitfly genetics,. can also be used to demonStrate such

system interactions in the social sciences as the circulavflow diagram

of a market economythe evolution of geological strata (asin the Grand

Canyon), the time flow of underlying and. immediate causes of an his

toriCalevent, the public transportation systems of a,large,urban'com-
,

plex, and the dynamics of a social system (e.g., a family-or an elemen--

taryschool).. One elementary social studies program ("Historic Stroll") -

printS\up to 40 separate time lines of key events froth B.C. tothe

present. Another ("You Can Bank on It") demonstrates how a bank operates

as an interactive system. Temonstration programs for social studies are

relatively rare.

Noncomputer simulations have been pqpular with social studies

teachers for the'past 15 years. NOw they are available for the micro-
.

computer, but with one somewhat severe limitation. Since social inter-
E.

action (i.e., student-to-student and small group) is a valued aspect of

in-class social simulations, the machine-student interactions of micro-

computer simulations tend to restrict if not preclude interaction among:

students. [Ed. note: Many computer simulationS can be set up in the

,
classroom in such a way as to foster group interaction and group

decision-making.]
/.\ ,

Simulations model real-life or fantasir,Situationsfin simplified

forms They allow students to understand the essential factors involved

and to change or .manipulate.key variables to yield-diverse outcomes.

Unlike games, simulations do not result in winnas or'losers; they tend

to emphasize the process, the interaction of* variables, and-the effects

of human decisions. There are quite a few commercially produced simula-

tions for elementary social studies, simulating such contexts as: an

overland journey on the Oregon.Trail in the 19th century, the fur trade



inthe 1770s, ruling the ancient kingdom of Sumer, transporting furs by

canoe from Minnesota to Ontario, Canada, small business Practices in

selling apples, bicycles, or lemonade, problems faced by a forest fire

dispatcher, and Presidential_election campaigns.

The most common use of the computer is for infdrmation storage and

retrieval. The microcomputer is ideally suited to store information

that can be used for analysis by students. At the simplest level, there

can be storage of factual information such as dates, people, and places.

Information about states, regions, or countries can be stored,'and stu-

dents can retrieve information that would enable them to compare and

contrast. At a more sophisticated level, voting patterns, results of

attitude surveys, iconomiccdata, etc. can be stored and retrieved by

students doing research or being'asked,to respond to,questions requiring

analysis. For the social studies, information retrieval and analydis

may be the most promising use of the ,microcomputer for educational pur-

poses: .A few:available programs have ainited data stored for strident

retrieval, such as place names or 'dateS. However, programs that require

more sophisticated use byestudents do not yet exist...-

Instructional games usually simulate a situation in which the goal

is to beat an opponent7-,another student or the computer. 'Here also there

are many programs available for elementary social studies, but as is the

case with simulationsthere is considerable variation An quality and

appropriate,appliCability., . TOpicsof some instructional.games,are:

getting from point Ato,B by the shortest and qui'kest route (map-reading

skills), solving a murdei mystery .(logic and problem-solving), and war

games (Napoleon/Wellington at Waterloo or North /South in Civil War).

Finally, teachers can
0
use microcomputers to teach computer literacy

skills.. Becoming literate with computers generally means being able:

--to run commercially produced programs on a variety of subjects

and topics

--to program; that is, to create programs for personal, vocational,

and academic applications

--to modify or debug, an existing program

- -to use computers to retrieve-information, to make decisions, and

to solve problems

evaluate the usefulness of a program for a particular purpose



t understand computer technology as a source of social issues

:(e.g., i vasion of privacy).
.Presently a few programs available for microcomputers teach various

facets o computer literacy skills such as: computer capabilities (e.g.,

word processing, graphics, sound effects), history of computers, writing
1

programs in BASIC or LOGO, using the typewriter keyboard and special

Icontrol k-ys, and how a computer works (inclUding rudimentary electron7

ics).
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THE COMPUTR IN THE SCHOOL: A CASE STUDY

by Andrew A. Zucker

Versatility is a. key reason for putting computers into schools.

Teachers, students, And administrators will cOntinually'find new way:

use, computer technology. The applications I am about to describe il:

grate only a few'of the countless possibilities, but perhaps it-is u:

to examine one school's experience in some detail--if only to realiz(

how much an institution can acoompligh with a new computer over a ttu

year period.

Instructional programs came from a number of sources.- We wrote

somerbegged and borrowed others, and occasionally purchased one. I!

had it to do Over; I would budget more money.for the purchase of:pro-

grams.

We used the computer at our school in three ways: . in courses,

extracurricular activities, and in carrying out adminiitrative tasks.

Typically, people think first of mathematics and science course:

when they consider the role of a computer in the curriculum. Our exI

ence demonstrated a variety of other possibilities as well. For exam

the health teacher used a program called DIET. Students entered thei
,
atypical daily diets and such personal information s their weights ar

activity levels. The computer then produced.an analysis pfsach'stu-

dent's diet and, when appropriate, recommendationg for improving ,it.

Social science simulations were available from.several sources,

including the Huntington II programs, funded by the National Science

Foundation.. Several teachers used these for group or individuallproj

ects. In a public affairs course, for.example, the teacher assigned

program titled "Limits to Growth."

A history teacher used a student-zdeveloped program. to produce.

hidden-word puzzles. In her case, of'dourse, the hidden words were

related to European history.

Reprinted.from:Phi Delta Kappan 63, no.
Used by permission of the:author.

(January 1982), pp. 317-319
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One of the Huntington II programs is designed to analyze survey

data, and we modified it to take advantage of the capabilities of our

computer. On several occasions, students conducted surveys that broug t

thousands of responses to questionnaires\on such topics as teenagers'

use of alcohol and tobacco. The program made it easy to type in (and

correct) data from respondents. Students then carried out fairly

sophisticated data analyses, including crosstabs and correlations,.

the 'student newspaper published; their findings.

Reading teachers-in grades 3 through 6 happened 6n a program called

MAZE, which producesone-of-a-kind paper-and-pencil mazes. They found

these useful as spatial-relations exercises for students with certain

kinds of learning disabilities.

The mathematics teacherfor grades 3 through 6 used an individual-

ized approach. Each child had a notebook containing personalized assign-

Ments, e.g., worksheets, games, calculator problems. When this teacher

had a computer terminal installed in her room, computer programs became

one more type of assignment. Eventually, we produced a catalogue of

more than three dozen programs for use in the lower school. Many stu-

dents developed a strong interest and used the computer before or after

school, as well as in class. A few of the children even learned to pro-

graM in BASIC.

More than two dozen programs,were listed in our "Mathematics Program

Library" catalogue. These included drill- and - practice programs, a 100-

place precision calculator, curve-fitting routines (used occasionally by

the science department); calculus demonstrations (e.g., comparing Methods

of integration), and general-purpose graphic and square. root finding,

routines. Occasionally, math teachers used the computer for class demon-

strations--to teach the basics of sampling techniques for polls and sur-

veys, for example, or to demonStrate to a precalculus.section some uses ,

of the computer for problem solving. However, math teachers used the

computer less than we had anticipated, in part. because terminals were so

scarce,

The,physics.teacher used a simulation of the.Millikan oil drop

experiment, which determines the unit.charge of an electron, in lieu of

the actual experiment. The computer; under a student's control,
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generates data as would an actual (but exacting and time-consuming)

experiment. StudentS were responsible, however, for data analysis and

interpretation.

Courses on programming. were the most regular instructional .applica-

tion of the terminals. Introductory and advanced course's mere offered,

each meeting twice weekly'for a full year and yielding a half-credit for

participants. Assignments in both courses regularly called.for hands-on

work with the computer. .

Students who wished to have personal ".accounts" cn the carCuteri if

they had not taken a programming. course, were required-to pass a test

demonstrating knowledge of-baSic.computer skills and of applicable rules

and regUlations. I entered a large data baSe of test questions, and the

computer generated and printed tests containing randomly selected items.

Since each test was unique, cheating was difficult; it was alsO simple

to give students another chance if they failed the test.

Near'the end of the year, students in the advanced programming

course designed and implemented a Computer contest for students in the

introductory course. The introductory class was divided into four

groups, and.each grouP used one of the terminals for a three-hour period:

The group that solved each programming problem in the.least number of

trials gained the most points for that problem.

Individual student projects in the programming courses ranged from

game programs to experiments in animation, which had.the computer produc-

ing one paper "frame" at a time. Ajunior4n,4n American, history course

correlated.U.S.-senators' voting records on civillrightswith other.vaii7

ables;41is techniques attracted the attention of faculty meMberi at a

nearby college.

Many students who had their own computer accounts worked indepen-
,

dently. Some deireloPed game programs. One talented student wrote an

excellent drill-and-practicedDrogram.for lower-school students on con--
.

verting Roman numerals to.Arabic ri'ilals,,and vice versa. Ancither stu-
, a7

dent wrote a program Called PROOF 'Which solves simple equations in the

manner of a' geometry proof. This program,
e
about 30 single-spaced pages

in length, won first prize in a ational programming contest for stu-
,

dents. Two other youngsters, with my assistance and the approval of the
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administration, analyzed grades and Scholastic Aptitude Test scores

during the preceding decade. We were able, as a result, to compare our

school's grading and testing patterns to national norms.

We also discovered a variety of uses for' the computer in extracur-

ricular activities. The usual array of games made their way into the

computer, of course, and this posed some problems. In fact, we termi-

nated access to'the all-school computer account after 4 p.m. to dis-

courage students from foregoing other activities to entertain themselves

in this fashion.

Entertaining computer programs have certain advantages, however.

For example, those secretaries who were trained to use the computer for

administrative purposes were first shown how to use the "biorhythm" pro-'

gram, because they tended to find this interesting. Creating or modify...-

ing game programs also proved highly motivating and instructive for many.

Students.

Our computers could prodUce strings of large block letters' in a

variety of sizes. Teachers in the lower school found these useful for

posters and Other classroom displays.

One student created a program that kept hockey statistics; this was

later imitated for another sport. After each game, a student entered

the data. The computer then produced one table of statistics (e.g.,

goals and assists for each player) for that game and a second table of
,

statistics for the season to date.

Reporters for the student newspaper experimented for several issues

with entering stories directly into the computer. The editors could

Alan edit under program control. But the chief advantage was using a

utility program (modified by a student for our computer) to produce typed

copy of any'apecified column width, justified at both margins. A major

disadvantage was that the-terminals had dot-matrix printers, producing

lower-quality print. Several students"used the RUNOFF program for their

term papers, however, and all the manuals for administrative software

were prepared on. the computer.

The atudent newspaper kept its subscription list on the computer,

which could produce sticky labels quickly and cheaply. One teacher used.

the computer to maintain a membership list for a non-profit association

of which he was an officer. '
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Several of the math teachers used the domputer as a problem-solving

aid. They studied the behavior of certain expressions or equations over

a range of numbers or used the computer to help verify hunches about

difficult problems. One or two of the most talented math students used

the computer in the same manner.'

One teacher 'decidedto establish several extracurricular clubs. To

determine the interests of students, he listed 50 activities--from cook-,

ing to rock-climbing--and asked each student to check those that inter-

ested him or her. A special program allowed students to type in this

data quickly. Another program produced a list of the 50 activities,

each .one followed by the names and" ages of every student who professed

an interest in it. The teacher used this information to establish fo'rmal

clubs and to help students find peers with similar interests.

Nearly 100 computer programs were written to do administrative

tasks. Most of these used the same -basic data, organized in three sets:

data on teachers and students, on graduates, and on students applying

for admission.

The essential jobs for the computer were producing report cards,

grade lists, class lists, and student and teacher schedules. We 'ordered

pre-printed, triplicate report card forms, designed so that the original

. could be slipped into a window envelope. Continuous, pin-fed ditto

master forms reproduced the grade lists. Pin-fed address labels were

the only other special materials we needed for report cards.

A woman--gifted with a better capacity for scheduling than the

computer--carried out that task. But we learned to use the computer to ,

speed her work greatly, by having it print myriad interim lists and

schedules and check for errors.

A recent survey by the U.S. Department pf Education (ED) found that

About one school in four now has a computer available for student use,..

and there is good reason to expect this number to increase rapidly. But

)other ED-:^Spohsored research; examining the experiences of three urban

school systems with microcomputers, demonstrates the difficulties of

implementing large-scale computer use.

As school use of computers increases, -there are a number of things

to bear. in mind; Computers in schools are not panaceas, and they are

not without probleMs. One of the most serious may be attracting and
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keeping qualified staff meaers, when the computer industry pays bettor

than education and has thousands of available jobs.kgoreover, uchoel

administrators must be willing to devote resources to staff development

and to the purchase or development of software. A low -coat microcomputer

is not the only expenue. Finally, common sense should prevail when

school computer upecialinta explain their hopes and goals. If we keep

these cautions in mind, this .versatile tool will yield many benefits for

education.
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SOCIAL STUDIESEDUCATION IN THE INFORMATION SOCIETY.'

( by Beverly Hunter

The rock song lament "too much information" Police. 1981) is voiced

not only by teachers and students, but by business people, industrial

workers, bureaucrats, will researchers throughout modern society. Many

of the changes in our society are rooted in new ways of generating, stor-D

ing,.communicating, and using-increasing amounts of information:

To more and more of us, the ability to survive and thrive in modern

society requires that we become betty information handlers. "Informa-

tion handling" is'used here to mean such activities as collecting,

organizing, storing', classifying, analyzing, interpreting, retrieving,

or communicating data and information.

Most information-handling activities are carried out with the-aid

of papers, pencils, reference,books, and other traditional tools and

media. Increasingly, however,. it is important also tO,beable to use

computer-based tools to aid us in our information7handling tasks.

By "computer-based tools" we mean various. 'kinds of computer programs

that aid in information-handling and problem-solving, such as those used

to:

--Store and retrieve information.

- -Perform statistical analyses of data.

- - Simulate situations or systems.

- -Help graph or plot information displays..

- -Help compose, edit,'and format compositions.

r-COmmunicate with other comilters and information-utilities such
N

as The Source.

This article describeS two example's of computer=based tools that

students and teachers can use to both bolster.social studies instruction

and to analyze the computer's impact on our society. The examples

inclu'de tools for building and using simulations as well as social

studies data bases.
.>

Reprinted from Social Education 47, no. 5 (May, 1983)4 pp. 321-324. Used
by permission of the author and the Natibnal Council for the Social.
Studies.
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Building and Using Simulations

The increasing complexity and interdependence of societies and probe

lems on a global scale make it increasingly difficult tounderstand and

interpret individual social, historical,'Political, and economic'eVents.

Simulations.are often used in the social studies to analyze problems by

using a representation -or model of a situation and 'then exercising ihe

model to see how it behaVes under different circumstances.

As asimplified'repreSentation of a sySteM, the model aids one in

understanding how the systemOperates. Simulations ,are often Used-,by

social etudieateachers_and students. A simulation model may be a

physical model, a mental concepti afmathematical model, or a.computer

program model.
.

The decreasing cost ancl:increasing,capabiliiy of computers enables

More people to experiment with computer prograMS whiOh simulate the

:behavior and interaction among variables in_copplex systems. For

example, many attempts AFebeing made by researchers to' develop global

simulations to help understand the interdependenCe of.Worldrwide systems.

Since-The Limits to Growth (Meadowset al. 1972) was published about ten

yearS ago, seven other widely recognized "global" models have been com-

pleted, with at least 20 more under development. Global models have
I

been made in many parts of the world, using many different techniques,

\
to answer quite different questions.

P, .

More and more computer simulations useful.for the social studies,.

classroom are becOming commercially available. One of theipest known is

"Lemonade," inwhiCh students try to maximize'profits from running a
0

lemonade stand. Susan Friel (1983) provides a detailed description of

using "Lemonade" to help students learn about both business economics.

and about the simulation itself (e.g.i variables the simulatiohtakes

into account and the limits of the model)..
a

Both the computer tools and the intellectual skills needed to build

and use computer simulations were until very recently accessible only'to

a few. The computer programming required' specialized technical skill,

and the Math prerequisites .for.actually developing, understanding, and

modifying simulations seemed to preclude introduction of these subjects

into precollege curricula. Three significant developments promise to



bring the intellectual and- tools of modeling and simulation

into the hands of just about everyone. These developments are

1. A textbook, written at a junior-senior high school level,.

called Introduction to Computer, Simulation (Roberts et al. 1982). This

book introduces.basic concepti of system simulation, structure of feed-'

back systems, graphing and analyzing the behavibr of feedback systems,

formulating and analyzing simulation*models, and implementing simulation,

models on a computer. The same author (Roberts 1981) has dembnstrated

that fifth- and sixth-graders can learn dynamic feedback systems think-

ing, and that these skills can be thught at this grade level by a teacher

with no previous background in the field.

2. The development of Micro-DYNAMO, a computer simulation language

for'microcomputers (Pugh-Roberts Assoc. Using Micro-DYNAMO, stu-

dents can express their models in easily understood algebraic relation-

ships without worrying about technical details of a general-purpose com-

puter programming language. Micro-DYNAMO takes advahtage of the high

resolution color graphics available on inexpensive microcomputers.

3. IncreaSing accessibility of low-cost computers to teachers and

students.

How might educators and publishers take advantage,of the opportuni-

ties presented by these
.

developments? The following steps might be

taken:

;1. Develdip and publish a variety of simulations written in Micro-

,;DYNAMO and documented in a manner that will assist classroom teachers

and students to understand the models, modify them, and conduct experi-

ments using the simulations.

2. 'Incorpole systems thinking into social studies classes. .For

examide, in the simulation textbook, students are provided with examples

of narrative prose that purports to describe or explain some social
.40

phenomenon, such as the growth and decline of a/city, heroin addiction

in an inner-city environment, the international politiceof the oil

crisis, the tragedy of the Sahel. The students, analyze the narrative

-prose and draw diagrams showing the cause-and-effect relationships

implied or stated in the prose '(Roberts 1983). This is an excellent

activity for. improving comprehension of the subject matter as well as

practicing critical thinking skills.



3. Provide courses devoted to system dynamics and other modeling

techniques. By learning and applying techniques and discipline of system

dynamics. modeling, and"by using software such as DYNAMO, students not

only study more complex phenomena. They also gain information-handling

skills they can apply to many different problem areas.

Building and Using Social Studies Data Bases

A file of information can be stored on a floppy disk, using a com=

puter program called "Personal Filing System" (PFS) an Apple II

Similar programs are available for
;
any'microcomputer with a disk

drive. Programs such as PFS are technida1iy:very easy to use, allOwing

the student to concentrate on content-related information and problems

which are the important focus of the social.studies class.

Students may.create and use such a computerized data base for

states, countries, regions, kingsi wars, cities, mountain ranges, presi-

dents, early civilizationsany content relevant to their course of

study..

Students can explore their. data base by formulating hypotheses and

questions and developing strategies -for retrieving. selected informatiOn:

For example, a data base. with information on the 50 states would allow

us to pose such questions as::

Which five states experienCed the greatest:percentage population.

growth between 1970 and 1980? What similarities are there among them?

How d9 they differ from the.states that experienced the least population

growth?

I'd like to visit:a state that has aohigh altittide and a large

amount of state forest and park land. Suggest five states to'me.

I'd like to live in a state that'haSf.a high per capita income and
r

low population density. Can you SuggeStfive candidates?

Questions such as those posed above Can be answered by interrogating

the states data base.

As the students are developing skills in:handling informaition,: they

may develop a greater-appreciation for the importance Of content

edge. For example, in order to ask FFS.about states with the highest

altitude, it helps to have some content, knowledge!. If I already know

that, say, Utah is mountainous, I can use this procedure to make my

inquiry:



--Retrieve the record for Utah.

--Find the mean altitude of Utah.

--Ask PFS to print a list of all states having a higher mean alti-

tude than Utah's.

If I don't have such content knowledge, I can ask PFS to print a

list of all the states, sequenced by mean altitude. Such a "brute force"

strategy will work for some, fairly simple inquiries, but becomes cumber-.

some and time-consuming as the questions become more complex. The more

familiar I am with my content, and with the format of my data base, the

more efficient I can be in.making my inquiries.

Activities such as those discussed above can be approached at

several different levels of complexity. At the first level, students

use a data base that has already been prepared (e.g., by the teacher) to

make inquiries and prepare reports related to the subject of the course.
. ,

At a second level, students create the data base, by entering data

through the computer keyboard into a Iorrriat already designed by the

teacher. They extract their data from available reference sources such

as _textbooks, almanacs, and encyclopedias.

At a more advanced level, students decide what information they

will need for their projects. They then design the format and content

of the data base themselves before they enter the data and use it.

Programs such as PFS are technically so easy to use thatstudents

and teachers can concentrate on the content and format of their data

without being distracted by technical details of .a computer programming

language. Creating a data base format in PFS technically-involves

nothing more than typing the headings of the data items (e.g., STATE

ABBREV:) where_you want them on the page (the "page" being a blank screen

on the computer's display).

The "advanced" aspect of designing the database is that the learner

needs to understandwhis or her data and how he or she will want to" use

it.

Analyzing the Impact of Computers in Society

After.students have acquired personal experience in using computer-
.

based systems in the social context of the classrooM, they are in -a much

stronger position to understand4nd analyze issues related to computers

in'the larger society.



For example, imagine a class project in which ten groups of.three
.

students have each entered the data for five States into a computerize

states data base. The stated data base becomes a shared resource whi

all members of the class depend upon in order to make'their'inquiries

and accomplish assigned projects:

Suppose one of the groups, through carelessness or mischief, en ers

erroneous data for its states into the data base. This results 'in-," ar-

bage" retrievals and reports for everyone,

This isa good opportunity to introduce social issues related

computerized data bases. Students can collecttinformation on the inds

of data bases -used; for example, in government, law enforcement, a d

business. They can investigate techniques, such as identificatio codes

and passwords, that are used to restrict and control access to co puter

systems and data bases. 'Controlled access to systems, is necessary in

"order' to prevent crime, protect personal privacy, keep'a data base free

of. errors, or to protedt.authors'. opyrighta.

Having developed and used ,a computerized data base for their own

work, students have an experiential base upon which to analyze advantages,
. ,

and disadvantages of inforMation retrieval applicattons.

In this-example, they may decide that the adVantages of heir com-
-N-

puterized data baSe are that they can retrieve infortatidiC s.re quickly

than they could from printed sources and that they can organ ze the

infOrmation and display it easily in the. form of various pr'ntouts.

They mayialso observe disadvantages of this. particular information

retrieval application, such as:

1.. Individuals have no control over the accuracy o the total

data.base.

2. Not enough flexibility'in the choice of output/format, using

3.. Inforiation they need for a particular project may not all be

included in the data base.

4. The system is too restrictive in terms of amount'or kinds

of information they can put into a record.
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Conclusion

Computers are having, and will continue to have, more powerful

effects on society and individuals than any of us yet know how to imagine

or predict. Our only hope for making wise and beneficial uses of the

technology and avoiding some of the potential disasters is, to have an

educated citizenry with, an attitude of responsibility and a sense of

control.

Learning materials and activities are needed to reach these goals.

Some of these objectives are addressed in Computer Literacy Instructional

Modules developed by the Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium.

Sample lesson plans addressing these topics are also found in My Students

Use Computers (Hunter 1983).

To survive and thrive in an information-based society will require

that students learn skills and techniques for handling info;mation.
o

Computer programs such as data bases and simulations are'tools students

can use to learn; managemanage information, and solve problems in the Social
.41

studies. Students' ability to, analyze issues telated to the,impact of

computers in society is enhanced through personal experienoe in using

cOmputer-based systems in a'social context, such as the classroom.
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Introduction

Imagine using a, microcomputer to simulate a segment of history.and

to make decisions based upon, events and information from that time

period. Complete with ,a cast of characters, financial situations and

chances, the simulation "The Great Depression" provided high school stu-

dents with the unique opoortunity.of "reliving" the era of the late 1920s

. A. .

USING MICROCOMPUTERS IN THE SOCIAL STUDIES

by Thomas 17)..Weible and Jacqueline' McMahon

and early 1930s.

Recent years have witnessed tremendous interest inmierodomputers

as an educational medivai.however, a review of.availablesOftware for

the social studies indicated a need for more materials in'this

This need prompt University of Missouri personnel to undertakea study

at the David H. Hickman. High School to find out if miCrocomputer.simUla..

tions could be used as an effective teaching strategy in a social studies.

classroom.° It was believed that the varied capabilities of the micro-

computer could add an exciting instructional feature to simulation

gaping.

The school's. American CultdreS course was selected to pilot this

project. ,Classedfhad just concluded a unit on the_"RoAring 20's" and

were beginning a study of the Great-Depression. University personnel

working with teachers at Hickman High deVeloped'an instructional unit on-

this toPici,the unit'indluded a microcomputer simulation. designed to

extend student understandings about this period. The remainder of this
1

'-erticledescribeAthe various game components and student response to

this forMadf instructior4

Descriptibn of Game

The simulation began with an orientation appearing in printed text
o

on the monitor. The text informed students that they were participants'

in a project designed to help them gain a better understanding of the

economic and'social events affecting people's lives during the early

Reprinted by permission of the authors.



years of the Great Depression. This introduction included an explanation

of game rules and prOcedures for hardware use. These were kept as simple

as possible to 'eliminate any unnecessary confusion or apprehension.

Following the orientation, students were encouraged to'ask questions

they might have.

The simulation then continued with a description of the cast of

characters. FiCtional characters were created to add interest, humor;

and a personalizing element .to the game format. Students were required

to assume the role of the main character, Maynard Megamillion III, as he

made decisions affecting his financial empire. Maynard was cast as a

financier who wheeled and dealed his way through a variety of business

ventures.

Throughout the game, Maynard was posed with investment situations

which involved family, friends, and business associates. These charac-
o

ters constantly tried to influence his investment decisions. Some of

the students' favorite characters included: Florence, Maynard's wife,

who served as his financial advisor, and confidant and did her best to

keep him out of serious trouble; "Salty" Crittle, a retired sea captain

who knew, the in's and out's of the shipping business and superbly managed

.Maynard's fleet ("Salty" loved toimbibe, smoke Cuban cigars, and' tell

of his experiences as a young man on a "five-master"); and Cousin

Clarence, who had frittered away his money on fOolish business dealings

and-was,forever hitting Maynard up for funds. Maynard was forced to

relent to'these monetary dethands because Clarence knew a lot about his

past and pre'sent "shady" business escapades.'

Once introduced to the characters, students then proceeded to the

decisionthaking components of the game.. Working in groupS of three,.._

they were posed with numerous investment situations, starting .in the

year 1929 and progressing thrimgh 1932. All groUPs were given a pre-

determined amount of. assets. Acting is Maynard, their objective was.to

manipulate successfully their finances through the early years of the

Great Depression. The group with the greatest amount of total wealth

when the game ended was the winner. Investment situations were based on

ventures in stocks, real estate, commerce, and agriculture. A list of

possible options accompanied each situation, and groups had to decide

which option would' be financially most advantageous.. The following is

an example:
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"Salty" Crittle is really concerned about the drop in world
trade resulting fromL the depression. He has confidence, how.{
ever; that your shipping company will survive. the worst of
times. He believes the best way to solve the shipping problem
is to concentrate on domestic rather than foreign trade.
"Salty" tells you that expenees such as fuel,-repairs, and
labor will be cheaper,if you limit your overseas ventures.
Your business manager, Teddy Bowen, diI:agrees with "Salty."
Teddy fears you will damage the overseas relations that took
you years to. develop. In order to gear your fleet for domestic
trade, you must invest $50000. If.you wish to continue the
shipping company's emphasis on foreign trade, you will need to
invest $100,000 for long range shipping and labor. You see
merit in the words of-wisdom given by each of these men.. Since
you are the owner of the shipping operation, the ultimate.deci-
sion must be yours'. You must, decide to:

1. Invest $50,00,0 in domestic trade.
2. Invest $100,000 in foreign trade.

Once an option was selected, a response immediately appeared on the

monitor indicating the results

quences accompanied the' above

Response to Option 1:

1

f c. ,decision. The following consez

situation::

1. "Salty" was absolutely correct in his predictions
for 1930! By June of 1931,'domestic trade increased
6%. Add this increase to your shipping company
assets.

Response to Option 2:

2. Teddy's advice was not the best. His predictions
for shipping caused your company to lose money.. By
June 1931, oreign trade decreased by 11%.- This

. amount will be deducted from your company's total
assets.

Decisions had to be reached within a predetermined time limit-con-
.

.trolled by the microcomputer. A digital readout of time remaining was

always visible on the monitor. If a decision was not reached within:the

allocated time period, the opportunity to make a possible monetary gain-

was:lost.. The microcomputer quickly performed:all mathematical calcula-

tionS and kept a record of each group's financial status: A summary of

assets was available at all times-to help groups make their deciSions.:

Students not only had to act upon investment situations, they also

were able to transfer their stocks and real estate holdings into cash

during timed selling sessions. Selling sessions appeared throughout the
.
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game, but students did not know when these would occur. Again, group

decisions had to be made hs to which holding, if any, - would be.sold.

To assist groups when making investment or selling decisions, the

microcomputer randomly generated economic information statements., These

consisted of financial reports and business indicators reported by

respected trade journals of the time as well as quotes and predictions

from financiers and government officials related to thenation's economy.

A wide array of economic information statements were available, and time

was provided for discussing the, financial implications of each statement.

The following quote is representative:

Information Statement-1931

see nothing . . in the present situation that is either

menacing or warrants pessimism. During the winter months

there may be some slackness of unemployment . . . but I have

every confidence that there will be a revival . . . in the

spring and that during the coming year the country will make

steady progress,

Andrew Mellon, Secretary
of the Treasury, in a New_
Year's Day radio broadcast
to the nation.

Realizing that life is filled with many unforeseen events, an ele-

ment of chance was also included as a game component. Chances'were:.

'encountered by all groups as theSi.proceeded through the simulation.

Incidents such as inheritance, payoffs from wagers, the need topurchase

and repair equipment, and the costs of ,social functions added to and

diminished each group's.wealth. Chances'like the one below were randomly

generated by,the microcomputer:

Chance 1931

You are stunned to hear that your good friend Knute Rockne was

killed in Kansas during the crash of a Transcontinental and

Western. Air Express plane. The Notre Dame gridiron has lost a

great coach. You send $2,000 to his family to help -them
through this tragic time and make them promise to notify you

if they need any further assistance.

The versatility of the microcomputer made it easy to manage all of

the previously discussed components of "The Great-Depression." The

microcomputer's ability to execute rapidly the complex functions required

for this simulAion added an exciting element that would have been miss-

ing otherwise.
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Student Responses

An important aspect of this project was'to evaluate student percap-

tions of micrOcomputer.instruction in the social studies. Researchers

used documented observations and administered .a questionnaire to asses')

students' reactions. Preliminary findings indicate responses were over-

whelmingly positive. Obserations revealed that students worked

intensely and enthusiastically throughout the project. Teams worked

independently, interacting and making decisions with minimal supervision.

It was also noted that there was little apprehension in using the micro-

computer, even though the questionnaire indicated that only a few indi-

viduals had prior experience with the hardware.

- The following comments from participants may more accurately repre-

sent.their thoughts. One wrote, "I feel the game was a great challenge

and helped me better understand the Great Depression. I. think we shOuld

have more group activities of this kind." Another commented, "I really

loved it. I think it is important to find more ways to make learning

productive." Perhaps.this final statement best summarizes the thoughts

of many: "I enjoyed working with the microcomputer because it was a

change of pace: But it also wa4 interesting and helped me better under-

stand this era of history."

Conclusion

The success of this project leads us to believe that microcomputers

have a tremendous instructional potential for the entire social studies

curriculum. This technology makes it possible to add a new dimension to
. .

all social studies disciplines through-the use of computer graphics,

sound, and the rapid calculation of mathematical functions. The increas-

ing availability of microcomputer hardware and software will soon make

it possible for all social studies teachers to take advantage of this

unique medium.



VIDEODISC COMES TO SCHOOL

by Jioff. Kemph

A new audiovisual technology, the videodisc, is beginning to make

its presence felt in education. Because it has a radial surface like a

phonograph record, rather thaq a ribbon surface like a film or videotape.,.

the disc makes information more acceisible and thus usable. Film and

videotape.present programs in a linear fashion; they play fronistart to

finish without interruption. The videodisc is a'nonlinear medium ;' the

user may view any of the material in any order. Thus, depending on the

needs of the user, a program can have many beginnings, middles, and ends.

Four major videodisc formats are currently, available or scheduled

for introduction before the end of 1981. They use different techniques

to record and read the information on the. disc and, consequently, are

noncompatible. We will concentrate on_the capabilities of one format
_

the reflective optical videodisc systemintroduced in 1978. In terms
-

of program-design and production, research .has concentrated on this

format.

The basic vodeodisc system consists of.three elements; the player,

a television set, and the disc itself.. .About the size of a phonograph

record, the videodisc contains all the information necessary to reprodube

30 minutes of color video with two channels of audio. The information.

is contained in a series of micropits of various lengths and_spacings

encoded onto a reflective surface. Because the micropits'are very deli-

cate, the reflective layer is encased in plastic to protect the programs

inforMation from damage due to fingerprints, dust, scratches - -even peanut

butter.

The disc surface can be wiped clean with a soft cloth and can be

played thousands of times without losing the quality of picture or audio.

Commercially available discs retail for $5.95 for shortsubjects to

$29.95 for featUre-length films such-as Coal Miner's Daughter.

Reprinted from Educational Leadership (May 9815, pp. 642-649. Used by
permission of the Association for Supervision' and CurriculuM Development.
Copyright 1981 by the Association for Supervision and Curribulum Develop-
ment. All rights reserved.
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The Player

There are two categories of players available: The Consumer and

the EducatiOnal/Industrial wip. Pioneer and MagnavoxLcurrently market

consumer playets which sell for approximately $750. E/I players are:

presently being sold hp biscoVision Associates (DVA) and Sony.' The

prices range; from $1,725 to $2800 with price affected by the quantity

ordered. The E/I player is more rugged than the Consumer player and

because of its programmable microprocessor it is also more flexible.

The microproce$sor,enables the user to more easily access the contents-

on the disc and makes the player easier to interfade to an external cam-

puler, vastly expanding the system capabilities.
.

The output of the disc player can be displayed on7a standard tele- ° .

vision receiver, either color or black-and-white, but since the videOdisc

plays color television pictures, a color television is recommended.

Capabilities 3.

'Unlike the video recorder, the videodisc iS.a "play only" medium.

While it cannot be-used to make a recording, it has other features useftl,

to students and teachers.: (1) the disc is read by a noncontact, low-

poweted laseri (2) eaChframe, or picture, on the disc has a unique
0

address or frame number'; and (3), the.information is contained on'aradial
-0

surface.
14 .

Ina 30-minute televisiOn program there'are 54,000 frames of infor-

mation, Each frame on the disc is contained on a separate:spiral track

' and given a frame number from 1 to 54,000'. Since the information is

read bra noncontact laser, a variety-Of display modes are possible,

includihg still visuals such as text and slides or motion. The rate of

speed can be selected by the user from slow motion to fast scan forward

or reverse. Any, time the disc plays at "normal" speed (30 frames per,

second) two channels of'high quality audio are available. These.can be

used for stereo music, bilingual audio tracks, or to present commentary

at two'different levels of comprehension. With the disc the user can

monitor either or both audio channels.
%

Because any program segthent on the disc can be randomly accessed in

a matter of seconds, the contents of a videodisc can be arranged much

like the contents of a book. The. information can:be'Organzed into dis-:
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crete chapters,. indexed by a table of contents (using the frame numbers),

and supported by optional appendix material such as tests, teacher's:

aids, or a visual data base that can be used as a reference library.-

°.cf

Levels of Interaction

Depending onlge capability of the videodisc system and ability of

disc producers to organize programs.in non-linear fashion, four distinct

styles or levels of programs can be presented. The four levels refer to

player/disc "intelligence" or the ability of the videodisc system to

°process information'input by the user. A higher level of player "intel-

ligence results in more interaction between the program and user and

better adaptation to individual needs.

At its most basic level, Level Zero, the videodisc is used to pre -

sent material °linearlyin real time For example, a movie plays from

the beginning to the'end with no user interaction.

At, Level One, unique features of the videodisc can be used. The

program can consist of a mixture of still and motion sequences, using

whichever medium is most appropriate. The user selects the portion of

the progyarnito beN viewed_and,controls_the_pace-pf-the-presentation.--7----

Single frame material can include simple quizzes, for example. If the

student gets the-answer wrong, he/she can immediately review the portion

containing the correct information.

The second"level'of interaction uses the programmability of the E71

player's microprocessor. Following a programmed sequence,- the player

presents a section of the prograffi, halts at a decision frame, and allows

the user to select where the progranewill go from the Chi:Aces presented.

The user can redirect the path of the program with the press of one or

two digits on a hand-held keypad. For example, a typical program might

begin with a table of contents. The student selects and views acontent

segment, then answers several multiple choice questions.. If he/she gives

the correct aniwer, the program continues. If the answer is wrong, the

player automatically replays the segment of the program containing the

answer, then branches back to the original question for a re-test. SO=

simple forms of scorekeeping are also possible with a Level Two program.

-The highest level of program interaction is a LevelThree, program.

Here, the E/I player is connected to an external microcompute Disc
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content can.be designed to!'be given at

The Computerthen.evaluates the user's

guides the user through the program at

puter,can be used to generate graphics

overlaid on .the picture from the-disc.

several levelS of comprehension.

response to:decision frames and

the appropriate level. The Com-

and text information which can be

Questions and answers contained

in-the computer are easily edited without changing.the disc, and the

computer keeps a detailed record of the student'z_progress,,:if desirdble.

As an audiovisual aid the videodisc technology has a lot to offer.

The players are simple to use, and as one teacher reported, relatively

"grunch proof." The software (program) is durable and inexpensive when

compared to film or videotape, and the disc is gore capable ofresponding

to the needs of the'classroom teacher or student'than conventional media.

The technology has been developed to allow the user to easily customize

a prepackaged audiovisual program to-respond to a specific 'classroom,

need.

The only thing currently missing is-the development of a large base

quality interactive-software for the players. Although there are

many research and develOpmentprOjects studying the videOdisc,'available

software is limited. And. since the videodisc isa play onlyfmediUM,:the
, .

.

worth of:the technolOgyto.education will be ultiMitely defined by the
l Nt ;

quantity and qUality of interactive software available in the market-
.
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3: :EVALUATING COURSEWARE

However great may be the computer's potential for assisting teachers

in reaching their'educational objectives, this potential does not reside

in the computet hardware itself. Rather, it is in the software that is

written for use with the hardware. Being able to find coursewareof the

highest quality is_therefore_critical for_the_teacher.

A good deal of the courseware available today is not generally

regarded as being of very high'quality or useful in meeting educational

objectives. Many available programs reflect little knowledge of how

children leain best. Others lack clear educational objectives or fail

to take sufficient advantage of the interactive and other Capabilities

of the computer, simply providing text material in another form.

One of the key reasons for the problems with available programs is

the development process" that has typically been used. Much of the

courseware available today_has been developed by programmers who do not

understand educational objectives and techniques and have limited back-

ground in learning theory or dibcipline content. Other programs have

been created by curriculum developers who.are not thoroughly familiar

with the logic, structure, and capabilities of computer processes.

In any case, the teacher who desires to use computers needs some

way to evaluate the quality and usefulness of the programs being con-

sidered; teachers, need to be able to separate the good from'the bad.:

The readings in this chapter are designed to help meet that need. In

our first reading, "Evaluating Computer"Courseware:. Even Old Dogs Need

Only,a Few New Tricks," Don Rawitsch points'out that a teacher dCes not

have to be a compUter expert to effectively evaluate courseware. He

explains how teachers can apply thesathe evaluative criteria to instruc-

tional software as they do to other types of instructional materials:

-RawitsCh presents a simple and practical approach to evaluation.

Roger.Berg, in our second reading, provides insights and guidance

in evaluating microcomputer -based social studies simulations/games, based

on a review of the literature. It isinCluded in the anthology for those

who,wish to, delve more deeply into the subjct, including its underlying

'theoretical considerations, and for the general good advice Berg pro

vides.
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Finally, for those whowish to examine a very detailed-and compre-

hensive method of evaluation, we present excerpts from a document

entitled Evaluator's Guide for Microcomputer-Based Instructional Pack-

22ps. This guide, produced by the Northwest Regional Educational Labora-v

tbry as part of a National Institute of Education funded project known

as "MicroSIFT,:' is designed to aid teachers and other educatOrs in eval-

uating courseware themselves.

Teachers may also be interested in knowing that there is a computer-

ized data base that focuses exclusively on computer edubation. Developed

as another part of the MicroSIFT project and known as RICE (Resources in

Computer Education), the rile-describes 2,000 pieces of softwarein terms

of cost, producer, subject area, grade/ability level, ERIC descriptors,

instructional purpose, iequired hardware and software, instructional

techniques, documentation available, and evaluation information. It

also contains information about more than 150 producers of software:

address, hardware brands and types for which software is produced, sub-

ject or application'area for which software is produced, age levels, and

modes of instruction. For more information about RICE, contact the.

Noithwest Regional Educational Laboratory, 300 S.W..Sixth Avenue, Pot-

Microcomputer Index isa quarterly publication that can now be

accessed by computer. It is a subject index covering more than 2,000

articles regarding microcomputers, many related to education. Micro-

computer Index is published by MiCrocomputer Information Services,. 2464

El Camino Real, Suite 247, Santa Clara, CA 95051. Both RICE and:Micro-

computer Index can be searched by ERIC /ChESS Usei 8ervicps.-



EVALUATING COMPUTE COURSEWARE:

EVEN OLD DOGS NEED ONLY A FEW NEW TRICKS

by Don Ra itsch

Computer use in schools is growi g rapidly, and the social studies

classroom can be an important part .o- a school's overall instructional

computing program. 'Very often a lo of effort goes into purchasing the

computer equipment itself. But edu ators are becoming aware that obtain

ing quality courseware for those computers is every bi as important.

Courseware, referring to a c mplete instructional product which

includes both software for the computer and written support material for

the teacher, is not the only way to use the computer for social studies

activities. For example,-word drocessing, a gener/alized utility, could

be used by students to write r search papers; But the use of courseware

to teach material in the curre t social studies curriculum will for some

time remain the predominant m thod ofUsing.computers in the classroom.. -'

The first problem is to find the courseware. Of greater importance

is the need to evaluate wha is found. Computersshould' not be used.

because courseware exists. It is tempting to believe that One must haVe

--computery.expertise -to-evaluate-computer-courseware-w-7-But-the-most-impor---
$

tant word in the term "instructional computing" is thelirst one, and

many of the factors that go into evaluating courseware are the same ones

educators were applying to all' instructional materials long.b/ fore com-

'Alters entered the classroom.--

Locating Courseware

As many social studies educators have come to lament, there is not

currently a wide selection of courseware available for the social

studies.' (See "Educatibnal SoftWare; A Taste of What's Available for

Social Studies,",by Millie L. Cohen, in The Computing Teacher, December

1982, for a.survey of the market.) More is undoubtedly in the offing,-

but it will not come as fast. aS in more popular "basic skills" areas.

Reprinted from S cial Education 47, no. 5 (May 1983), pp. 331-332. Used
by permission of the author and the National Council for the Social
Studies.
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Some effective ways to find new courseware would include
/
the follow-

ing:

--Watch the catalogs of major publishers and query pub isher repre-

sentatives whom you meet.

- -Visit computer dealers.

--Read magazines devoted to instructional computing.

- -Attend instructional computing conferences.

- -Utilize local services such as computing support organizations,

and colleges and universities.
;10

Matching Your Machine

A preliminary hurdle for determining whether-a courseware product

will meet one's needs is verifying that it will run on the computers t

available. Not all courseware works on all computers. Thus,., the follow-

ing computer considerations must.be kept in mind when, reading product

descriptions:

1. Is the product designed for the brand of computer to be used

(Courseware for Atari .computers won't work on Apple computers.)

2.. 'Is the product desigried for the -model of computer to be used?

----(COtittet4S-re7ftit"the-Ata-ti--1300-iittght--not-work-on..--the-Atari----400-.---)--H-----7.-------

3. Is the product designed ,for the storage. device of the computer

to be used? (A product on a diskette won't worWlbn A. computer:that uses

a cassette recorder.)

_A Is the product designed-for the memory capacity of the computer

to.be.used? (A product that requires "48K" of memory. space won't work .

on-a computer that has only -"32K" of memory space.)

5. IS the product designed for a computer language available on

the computer to be used? (A product written in the Pascal language won't

work .on a computer that uses only the BASIC language.)

Instruction.- Related Evaluation Factors

The Iac'it)rS importa9t in evaluating. a courseware, product include

several items that would apply to judging _aar instructional product.
0

These items as a group are7the most critical to, the evaluation process.

Moreover, they are, not unique to social studies material. Write down.

your. own list of important instructional factors before studying' the

list below (which is not meant to be exhaustive).
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1. The subject matter of the .courseware must fit the teacher's

plan.

2. The subject matter,must be accurate.

3.. The reading level of the materials must be appropriate for the

students.

4. The activities must be of appropriate length.

5. The activities must be sequenced for effective learning.

6. Instructions must be clear and concise.'

7'. Correct grAmmar must be used..'

S. The materials,mUst motivate students.'

9. The materials must be socially acceptable (e: ., avoiding

objectionable -stereotypes)-.

10. Student materials 'must be attractively designed.

11. Teacher support materials must be complete.

Only if many of the above criteria were met would cost become a

factor. Inexpensive materials are not desirable if their instructional

qualities are'substandard.

Computer- Related Evaluation Factors

Certainly the computer as a delivery device for instructional

activities has some unique characteristics. The total list of courseware

evaluation factors should include some Of this nature.

If activities are worth implementing on a computer, they should be'-

taking advantage of computer capabilities which are not available through

other methods. These would; include the ability to produce random events,

and responses in an activity, and,specialiZed graphics and sound tech-
.

niques that enhance the presentation of the material.

Any particular.courseware product will be Used in a variety of

situations by a variety of teachers and students. . Thus, its design ought

to offer user control over its operation. For example, the movement

from one screen of information to the next can be user controlled by

pressing a key to accommodate differences in reading rate. Also, the

product could offer options in terms of how much activity will be pre-

sented, in one student session and the-difficulty of the material or

skills to be covered.
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Nolproduct will ever be used in all situations as it was intended.

Often students, either,intentionally or not, .wilt respond to questions

asked or choices offered in a Way.contrary to instructions. The., course

ware should be designed to handle such cases smoothly. For example; if

the instructions say, "Type a number from 1 to 4," and the student types

5, the computer should repeat the instructions and give another chance

AD respond.

If,.given.a choice, a student asks for 100,000 state capital ques-

tions, the computer should determine that this response is unreasonable

and request a new choice. Student input considerations such as these

shOuld be incorporated into courseware design. In testing a courseware

product, teachers shOuld deliberately type in inappropriate responses to

cheCk this design aspect.

This set of computer factors, use of computer capabilities, user

control options, and input handling, is not exhaustive but suggests some

key considerations. In any case, technicalfactors related toecourseware

design. should not overshadow the'importance of instructional concerns.

The Evaluation Process in Perspective

haVeattempted to create univek-dillY'66thi516-E6-136-v-

of courseware evaluation criteria.' This may be a useful intellectual

exercise but at the same time it might blow the evaluation process out

of proportion. The amount of effort put into evaluating a product should

be related. to the value of the result received.

For example, consider the amount of choice available. If a,teacher

seeks a courseware product that covers concepts related to the explora-

tion of new geographic territory,' and.finds there is only one on the

market at a reasonable price, the evaluation process will be quite brief.

One either chooses that product or none at all. If the product is of

reasonable quality, one might be inclined to buy it without extensive

'analysisso that studentscan obtain some comptiter experience. On the

other hand,lif:five products are available, a more detailed evaluation

would be needed to differentiate among them.

Consider how much evalUatiOn data will actually be helpful in making

a decision. Can a person really digest all,of the information generated

by a 50-question evaluation forth?. If not the form is too lengthy to be
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useful; In some cases,, one question might be enough to make a final

decision on a product. Courseware that has excellent quality on, all

criteria except that'it includes sexist stereotypes will be unacceptable.

to teachers for whom such stereotypes are offensive.

Consider the amount of money at stake. It makes more sense to spend

more evaluation effort on a $500. courseware product than on one that

costa .'$50.

Summary "'

The useof computers in the classroom is new to many educators.

Thus, they conclude that the evaluation of computer courseware is also a

new endeavor that requires special skills and training. This view is,

for the most part, unfounded. It would be helpful to learn some new

information about factors related to effective design.of computer materi-

als. However, many,of the factors important to social studies, teachers

are those which they have been using foi some time to evaluate other

types of learning materials.

One could easily design a workable evaluation form based on this

knowledge. A variety of published instruments also exists. No matter

What method is used the effort expended-should be scaled to the exten-

siveness of product choice available or the importance of the decision

to be made.

Courseware evaluation will become more important as the number of

products grows. HaVing to put more effort into evaluation will be a

reasonable price to pay in return for increased opportunities to use the

computer's potential in social studies instruction.



ANALYTICAL CRITERIA FOR MICROCOMPUTER-BASED

SIMULATION/GAMES

By Roger Berg

PrOfessionals in,education can have more than one role. Their roles

are characterized as practitioner, researcher, and developer. Fracti-
-,

tipners are expected to operate in a variable and real world and try to

_control those events which would promote skills, knowledgdi and atti-

tudes. Researchers have uncertain-theory to guide them:,'W, ,they,try-to

advance understanding. Developers have tasks to perform which are-not

constrained by the real world of students and schools nor the. necessity

of adding to present understanding. Developers attempt to provide

instructional materials and activities for 'use by practitioners and, it

is hoped, reflecting the accomplishments of researchers (Schwen 1977).

There is a knowledge- production -to -use continuum implied by these roles.

These roles and the different products of educational inquiry that they

imply have be ?n suggested as appropriate. ways to define the possible

missions of teacher educatora by the American Association of Colleges of

Teacher Education (Howsam et al. 1976).

Having all three roles, to satisfy leads to diverse perspectives.

In the past few. years, I beganito use microcomputers and was struck by

the different experience they provided from the simulation/games I had

used with students. As I read available reviews, I was often die

appointed because I found them. not very helpful to'my understanding of

the programs they reviewed. Their checklist approaches were usually hot.

appropriate. I found the reviews neglected either social studies/social

science or simulation/gamingor, in some cases, computer-based education

criteria. Furthermore, the audiences for whom these, reviews were written

seemed to be relatively.unsophisticated practitioners who were looking

for materials beyond drillandpractice in an area, social studies, which:

had little of even that mode. As someone who sees himself as a sophisti-

cated practitioner of simulation/gaming; a developer of some simulation/-

Excerpted from.a paper presented at the annual meeting of the Social
Sdience Education Conference, Athens, Georgia, June-1983. .Usethby-per-
mission of the'author.-
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gamss4-and a sometime consumer and retailer of research pout simulation/

games in my claSses, I decided to find some ways to improye, the analysis

of microcomputer -based social studies simulation/games.

In this paper I try to identify analytical criteria gleaned ,froM

reading, practice, and reflection.. These criteria may help practitioners .

make better decisions. They may help developers clarify their tasks in

the devfelopment of microcomputer-based social studies simulation /games.

And finally,since one discipline's assumptions are another discipline's

objects of inquiry,' the suggested criteria may lead td some research

questions.

There are several sources from which criteria might be derived.

Thl) paper focuses upon those aspeCts. of simulatidnigathes which might

. best illuminate ways to make decisions about microcomputer-based social

studies simulation/games. Nevo (1983) notes that "known standards set

by experts or other relevant groups or the quality of alternative

objects" can be bases for evaluative criteria. Thus, only areas which

might su criteria for analysis of microcomputer-based social studies

simuiatiAi awes will be explored. These areas include research and

evaluatiVe literature about simulation/games, instructional design, and

instructional psychology; as well as the literature of the social

studies.

The following questions will serve to focus this inquiry inu, micro-

computer'-based social studies simulation/games:

1. What are microcomputer-based social studies simulation/games?

2. How effective are simulation/games?

3. Howeffective is computer-based education?

4. How are simulation /games reviewed?
o

5. How is microcomputer courseware reviewed?
u

6. What can be learned from instructional theory about micro-
.

computer-based education and.simulation/gamasy.

7. How might microcomputer-based social studies simulation/games

be reviewed?:

The answers to these questions may help practitioners, developersi':
,

and researchers in theiruses of microcomputer-based social studies

simulation/games.

GG



(Ed. note: We have omitted several of the above sections due to

space limitationsiwe have included only those that are most directly

related to evaluation.]

How Are Simulation/Games Reviewed?

There are few large sets of criteria for the analysis df simulation,

games. Horn and Cleaves 4(1980), the most complete single source of ana-

lytic criteria, contains formats suggested by the editors and other

formats proposed by the individual essayists and reviewers. The cri-

teria, although common to all simulations reviewed in evaluative essays,

are applied differently and selectively by each of-the authors.

However, it can be concluded that the following skills and activi-

ties are appropriate categories from which criOeria for most simulation/

games might be formed:

Information Processing!--analysis, planning, gathering information

Proposals and Lawmaking--opposing proposals, voting on proposals,

writing proposals,

Group Activities--debate,'discussion, problem-solving

Human Relations--competition, interviewing, forming coalitions,

persuading

Role Playingas an individual, a group role, a work function,

switching roles

Resource Management--survival, maximizing resources, managing

resources,'trading resources

Evaluation (exclusive of debriefing)--self, by peers

Other criteria include simple continua dealing with model validity,

flexibility, clarity of rule's, depth of content, and quality of accom-

panying materials.

Individual-evaluative essays also suggest some particular criteria

for analysis. A. review of ecology simulation/games rates these simula--

tion/games on the extent to which content awareness and social skills

might be learned (Schaefer eeal. 1980).7 An economics-evaluation essay

classifies simulation/games by how much they promote competition, com-

promise, and cooperation (Pascale and Ehrman 1980). The "percentage of

time. allocated to affective considerations" was used to classify situla-
;

tion/games abOut energy and environmental quality (Bottinelli 1980).
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Futures simulation/games wore rated by which values were promoted

(Plummer 1980). A review of simulation/games on the topic of inter-

national relations suggekts that there is an inverse relationship between

flexibility and abstraction (Suransky 1980). Finally, the theoretical

schools represented (values 'clarification, reality therapy) became the

basis for classifying self-development simulation/games (Farra 1980).

How Is Microcomputer Courseware Reviewed?

There are as many systems for reviewing software as there are for

reviewing simulation/games. Most of these software review systems can

be categorized al/consumer information systems and/or general review

systems to be applied by the consumer. A. second level of review systems

are those designed to be applied by review teams but which use a common

format for all courseware. A third. level would use specialized formats

for different instructional models applied by review teams.

There appears to be' an anomaly in the conventional wisdom about

currently available courseware. On the one hand, many would agree with

the assertion that "95 percent of all the programs carried should never

have been offered for sale" (Grayson 1982). On the other hand, "chil-

dren in the Computer-Assisted Tutoring System at Teachers College have

worked eagerly on a software program that adult educatOrs said was quite

awful" (White 1983). Similar successes were reported by early users of

person/ascendant and machine /ascendant simulation/games.

Consumer information and general review systems can be fodnd every-

where. 'lie consumer information systems are filled with shibboleths

about not purchasing any hardware until one has decided which software

meets" one's needs and the importance of purchasing:enough memory. 2duca-

tionalconsumer information. review systems are a little more helpful.

These include information about the availability of previews, money-back

guarantees, easy backup of diskettes,,and field-test data ("How to Find

Good Software" 1982). General review systems are also widely found.

They seem to be'based upon rather simple,, descriptiiie, and general models

of instruction. Some general review systems criteria are those which

might be used to select any curricular materials. Other criteria which

are based upon the particular capabilities of the mdcrocomputer can be

helpful but are likely to be applied rather haphazardly ("The Software

68
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Line-up", 1982).. Review systems, both consumer and general curriculae-mr_

simple instructional design, are necessary and helpful but probably

should not be the only guides to a decision.
. .

The second type of review 'system'is more useful, Since teams of

experieiced professionals can apply more sophisticated criteria to

Courseware. These systems may report their findingSonone or more

pages, but these,reports are usuaAy based upon the applicatiOnof an -

evaluator!sguide by'a team of pkofessionals.- The Northwest R4gional
A
Education Laboratory system:attends to the potential of the Microcomputer

.more than other review sYstems. This review systeM isbaSed upon a large

and well- documented guide (flicrOSIFT) which was nationally field- tested.

(Marler 1981). Similarly, EPIE and the' MiCrocOmPUter ResourceCenter at

Columbia University sponsored a study to-develop-.a similar instrument.

This4nstkuMent seems.- to lean more' heavily than others upon':ideas from

inetructionaldesignand instructional psychoiOgy 'SomeaspectS of this

.studY (Cohen 1982) can be'eeen in the EPIE'fand Consumers Union Micro-

'COUrseware PRO/flie and Evaluation review System., A third.eystelM, the .

CONDUIT review,eyetem,-tende to be:lased to describe materials fOr'',the

_College level.' CONDUIT system attends to the concerns of the

scholat,the euthot.as.communicator, the teacher, the student, and the

computer specialiSt (Anderson 1980). Although these;three ayeteme:are
4-.

the, mest complete review systems, they provide few explicit criteria for

analYzing microcomputer-badedsocial studies SiMulation/games.

What Can Be :from Instructiofial Theory About Microcomputer-Based

Equcation and_Simulation/Games?

'InstrUctignal design and instructional psychology both

contributions to'underitanding.the microcomputer-based Social s

simuta;i9p/game. Martorella (e82)'delineated the'contribtion they can''
4b; -,

make to textdesign. As Bunderson and Faust (1976) have noted; 4Whenever

emphasis is Placed on hardwaA(teChnology or its design and development,
:

the 'artistic-approach is :easily ado ed. This has been true'of the f'

j'eof CAI. Instituticoni-or organizals.that have focused on the aevel

ment,of interactive graphics, Simdkations, and gaming have tended to

1gnOre principles of systematic instructional development and to foc



on the affective and aesthetic qualities of their product." The follow-
.

ing discussion of possible contributions is meant tobe indicative.and

cannot claim, to be more than a sample of possible analtyical criteria.

Although it has roots in edlipational psychOlogy, instructional

piychology is a relatively new and changing field. Over the past 15

years it has moved from postulating hierarchical structures of learning

to using artificial intelligence models to understand learning (Menges.-

and Girard 1983). Instructional design has been on the scene for many

years in'various guites,but the Journal of 'Instructional Design was

only begun in 1977. Together these disciplines can be characterized as

the sources for instructional.heory. In turn, 'instructionai theory has

beeta the single most important'source for conceptual developments in

courseware for microcomputers. From this literature, some further cri-

teria for praotitionert, developers, and researchers may be gained.

Roblyer (1981) has observed that although "selecting optimal

sequences of.learning events has by no means reached the state of scien=

tific procedure, knowledge, oPlearning theory does play an important

pdrt. This knowledge is lacking in most programmer7designers.working in

the field today,, although the knowledge is readily available." When

Roblyer isoting the lack of learning theory, he is particularly con-
.

cerned.with its application in instructional design. Although recent

theories propoted by instructional psychologists have not yet had the

effect of those instructional' psychologists writing in that field for,

several years (Braden and Sachs ,1983), instructional designers, have

sought-to integrate ixistructiOnal\psychology into thti.r decisiops'for

the, design: of insuctional systems, as demonstrated by Wildman and

Burton {,1981). C entlyimuch 'of -instructional design attends more

rigorously : tp imstlp ogyt than social studies text materi-
. :..

..

als, as noted byl
,,

. - ;e.f-,,

,

,
..,

tionalth#Wristwithin the field of

SachSW333. , Wager' (1982) usesGagne's.(

eagorl,thrkfor simulations. He

to of 6Cmputer software.

Gagne is the'
'k

instructional desi

events,pf'instru on to

applies this an other algor

As Gagne,and g' iggt (1979) and Wager (197'6. note, not all nine events

are necess in any lesson; Wager therefore uses those he judges most

relev simulations. Wager says that "this type of program is Often
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used to teach the relationship between variables by the 'discovery'

method" (Wager 1982). Typically, according to Wager, a stimulus is pre-

sented,- a response is elicited, and feedback is presented to the learner

according to an unknown algorithm. The algorithm modifies the stimulus

as well as provides other feedback kGwhich the learner must ultimately use

to solve the simulation.

Graphics. landed-as having, great potential for.computerbased

instruction,- Merrill and Bunderson (1981) apply Gagne3,s domains of

learning as organizing theory to,provide guidelines for thp use of

graphics in instruction. Myer' (1978) treats the same topic in .a text-
,

book Whichcites over 650 studies from a variety of nearly aemany

researchers. These sources arerepreSentative of those applications of
..

instructional theoiy available to enrich the ubiquitous software cri-
,

terion which typically. asks whether or not graphics are used well.

-Learning theorists with various perspectiveS"can illuminate issues

in the design and use.of microcomputer-based social studies simulation/

games. Davis (1980) postulates frames (an idea similar to Piaget's
- .

schema), which areStructures,representing information. These structures
.

can be built up and retrieved from memory as needed. He states...that

their existence can best be demonstrated in mathematics as students make

.

mistakeS and reveal idiosyncratic structures. Allen (1975) eclectically

combineS theories and aptitude,treatment'InteactIon studies to develop

prescriptions in instructional design for students with higher or lower

'mental abilities. Jay (1983)- presents some specific and sensible pre-.
t

scriptions for courseware designand-evaluation:based upOn human.informa-;.

ti-on processing abilities. Tennyson (1981); while noting that cognitive

psychology has presented a minimum of information-processing theory for

instructional designers asserts that principles rather,than intuition

should. guide -the design of computer-assisted-instruction programs. For

example; several review systems ask whether learner control of a program

is part of a software package. Tennyson. points out that jtudies'have,

deMonstrated that learners frequently terminate the program before they

have attained the program's stated-Objective,,Tennyson shows how-a

learner self-assessment'; component can remedy this situation.

'Gagne 'claSsifies simulations as intellectual skills since he sees

them as the higher. order rule,.learning component of that domain. Critics



of his theory (Strike and Posner 1977) have suggedSted that the learning

hierarchy approach may not reflect the conceptual structure of content

or individual objectives. It may be suggested that simulation/gamed,

'either person/ascendant or machine/ascendant, might be classified as

part ofGagne's cognitive strategY-domain of learning (Gagne 1972)..

Although he seems. o reserve this domain for,the production of novel

solutions, theprocesses described seem to correspond to-what might occur

during the reflective debriefing of a simulation/game. Since Gagne's.

domains Of learning and events of instruction remain., important instruc-

tional design principles, this classification may be imPortant for both

developers and researchers.

Alternative theories about problem- solving behaviors have tended to

use. cybernetic or artifical intelligence theories to suggest Models.,

Newell (1982) compares paleontology to computer science by.noting that

"paleontology's'"major conceptual advances occurred, by stumbling across

the bones of immense'beasties" rather than through-theoretical.predic

tion. He believes that.some advances in artifical intelligence mayalso

result from practice rather thatCtheory. The foregoing is' not intended

to suggest that artificial intelligence, -does: not supply useful notions.

A tutorial (Stefik et el. 1982) on techniow.leS of expert problem-solving

SystemS,collates several notions useful for-developers and researchers.

Greeno (1978) applies concepts and methods Of,cognitive psychology and

artifiOal intelligence to the analysis of problem solving. -Thus, arti-

ficial intelligence finds many models for problem solving or.inquiry.

Traditionally, at least for pedagOgical'purposes,- the social studies has
n

posited a method of, inquiry or problem solving. Strike and Posner (1977)

discuss the epistemological position that the above approaches demon;

strateand contrast it with' the traditional position that the social

studies has espoused.

How Might Microcomputer-Based Social Studies Simulation/Games Be Analyzed
.

and Reviewed?

Coombs (1978) predicted that microcomputers Would lead to greater

use of simulation/games Delphi study of trends in the production of

,instructional materials confidently predicts that sielation/games will

increase in popularity with the.proliferation of microdomputers (Dayton
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1981). Both predictions imply that all three professional role groups

will need better. analytical criteria.

There are three issues yet to be discussed. First, the idea that

special criteria tan be used is explored. Second, the use of social

science models is identified. Third, some examples that justify the use

of microcomputer-based social studies simulation/games are discussed.

In conclusion, some questions which might provide a framework for.the

development of criteria are offered.

Several Writers have suggested ways to improve the review of course-

ware . Cohen (1983) has suggested that a distinction be made between

general. instructional attributes and those specific to the design of

microcomputer courseware. She supplies some generalizations to be con-

sidered in the design of courpeware. -Roblyer (1981) compares the PLATO

and Standford/CCC models. for courseware design. Besides noting some

essential criter' he 'suggests that differential criteria are also use-

ful. It is.suggested that besides the local program criteria that prac-'

titiOners often use, special criteria be developed to reflect the par-

ticular design requirements of simulation/games.
s

The literature of simulation/gaming demonstrates that social science

models Can be used for instruction (Greenblat and Uretsky 1977; Greenblat

and Duke 1975; Inbar and 1972). Outside of social studies, social

science, and simulation /gaming literature, there is.little acknowledge7

ment of these models. Lave and March (1975) provide four basic social.

science models: choice, exchange, adaptation, and diffusion. These

might serve as bases for practitioner decisions and developer planning.

My experience has been that miniin education consider simulation/

games as games and therefore'frivolous and unnecessary-activities. How!',

ever, there are several justifications that developers and praitioneri:

might use for microcomputer -based social'studietsimulation/games.

'Simulation/games can be among the most easily managed:forma Of action

-learning (Mehaffy et al. 1981). Klassen and Rawitsch. (1981) point out

that microcomputer -based social studies simulation/games can provide the

laboratory experiences that the bocial studies has Usually lacked. :.Cohen-

and Bradley (1977) used a simulation/game as tbe third.cognitivd task,

problem solving,in Taba's instructional strategy. The incorporation of
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such perspectives into softWare and the reviews analyzing. software may

help establish the educational relevance of the activities themselves

rather than the content and concepts included.

The following lists of questions can-be used to develop criteria

for the analysis of.a microcomputer-based social studies simulation/game.

The practitioner would want to know:

1. Where does it fit in the curriculum?

2. Are there enough supPort.materials so that other students are

Occupied profitably?.

3. Can all students use this software with understanding?

4. How much content does it carry?

5. :Which classroom organizational changes must be made in the
4

use

of this program?

6. How well do students learn when this software is used?

7. What extra work for'the teacher is involved in the use. of this

software?

8. Besides information.from student use, what information is

available from teacher use of this software?

The above concerns are generic to newusers of microcomputers in the

classroom.

In addition to answering new user concerns, reviews should, on the

descriptive level, inform consumer concerns about matters such as the

availability of previews and-copying policies. Beyond. these two levels,

there is the general level-of instructional and courseware criteria.

This level assumes sophistication on.the. part of practitioners. The

questions that address instructional and courseware criteria might

include:

How does this program compare in learning efficiency with

instructional alternatives?

10.. How does this package affect attitude toward a subject?

. 11. Can groups of students or a whole class efficiently use this

software? With what results? Under what conditions?

'12. With which instructional strategies might this software package

be coordinated?

13. What record keeping is supplied by the program?

7 A
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14. Is there an instructional design theory for this package? If

so, what are its assumptiOns and what does it predict as a result of

using these materials?

15. What use is made of the graphic capabilities?

16. What use is made.of interactive capabilities?

17. Are other instructional materials available for teacher as

well as student use?'

The above list suggests question's to be asked of all microware. Sources

:cited would indicate specifics.

A third list focuses upon criteria more appropriately.applied to

microcomputer7based social studies simulation/games:

18.: What is the model this simulation /game teaches?

19. Which social science concepts and generalizations 'might be

taught by using this prograin?

20.- How many and which variables are managed in this simulation/

game? -

21. How is the algorithm flowcharted?

22. How much role flexibility or adaptation is possible?

23. What kind of information processing or thinking skills are

used by learners?

'24. What provision is made for evaluation of the learner by the

program, the learner by peers, or the learner by him- or herself?

25. What kinds of group skills might be promoted by the use of

this package?

26. Which special criteria might be applied to a class or category

of simulation/games?

This third level should supply enough analysis to satisfy most practi-
,

tioners.

Developers and researchers need information from a different per-
,

spective. Researchers and,, evelopers..need to find ways to answer these'

questions about microcomputer-based social studies simulation/games as

an instructional strategy:

1. WhiCh are most'effective to teach particular objectives?

2. . How ,can graphics theory best be applied?

Which interactive techniques are most useful for this strategy?

4. :.41$3w many and which variables can be managed by which learners?
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5. Is there a model for adapting board games to this strategy?

6. Is there a model for adapting person/ascendant, whole class

simulation/games?

7. How effective would a branched dialogue be for debriefing?

8.. Given that diskettes can be used to store student responses in

ii

an uncoded (albeit limited) and coded fo and these responses could be

transmitted, what might be learned from ese data?

9. Since this strategy, at present, seems to lack the affective

risks of people/ascendant simulation/games, what effect is there upon

cognitive and. affective outcomes?

10. Do current prescriptions from research about'graphics need to

be revised in this medium and/or strategy?

, 11. Current social studies texts use more than 50 percent graphics

up to age. nine. What mix of graphics to text is most appropriate for

different ages using this strategy?

12. Can artificial intelligence expert problem-solVing'aystems

serve as models for this strategy?

13. How might videodiscs be integrated. with this strategy?

14. What effects might students using personal or school micro

hardware and software at home have?

15. There are several frame games now in the person /ascendant mode.

These are simulation/games that can be used with a variety of concepts

and topics. Can similar frame games be developed for this strategy?

16,. Simulations have, been played internationally but microcomputer

technology now makes this option available to all. What effects might

this development have?

17. What changes in school organization might this strategy and

its accompanying technology cause?

As researchers,' developers, and practitioners begin to address these

questions, more analytical criteria will emerge.
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EVALUATOR'S GUIDE FOR MICROCOMPUTER-BASED

INSTRUCTIONAL PACKAGES

The complete guide developed by. MicroSIFT, a ciearin hduse for

microcomputer-based educational software and courseware, provides back-

ground information and forms to aid teachers and other ducators in eval-

uating available microcomputer courseware. The evalua ion process com-

prises four stages: (1) sifting, which screens out those programs that

are not instructional in nature and determines a package's operatiOnal

readiness and hardware compatibklity; (2) package description, including

program format, instructional purpose and technique, type of package,

available documentation, and the hardware configuration necessary for

operation; (3) assessment of the content, instructional quality, and

technical quality of the package; and (4) in-depth evaluation, which is

not described in the guide. This excerpt explains the kinds of informa--

tion needed in the second and third phases and discusses some of the

.factors to be considered in completing a courseware evaluation.

Introduction

Purpose.,'

Except in instructional situations where student programming is the

primary activity, microcomputers can be used to assist the instructional

process effectively only to the extent that quality software is avail-

able.

This Evaluator's Guide has been developed-to provide background

'information and forms to aid teachers and other educators in evaluating

educational software and courseware. Two'fOrms, "Courseware DesCription"

and "Courseware Evaluation," are described.

Excerpted from Evaluator's Guide for Microcomputer-Based Instructional
Packages, ED 206 330 land, Ore.: Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory, 1981). Upd ted Information provided by the Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory. This work was developed under contract
with the National-Institute of Education, U.S. Departmen of Education.
The content does not:necessarily reflect the, position o policy of that
agency, and'no official endorsement of these materials shouldApe
inferred. Used by permission.
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The forma were based on those developed and used by the CONDUIT'

Project for evaluating. computer-based instructional packages for post-

secondary institutions, with additional concepts adopted from forms

developed by other organizations and individuals.

The Evaluator's Guide. was originally designed to be used by school

;personnel participating in the courseware evaluation process of Micro-

SIFT. It has been found useful by individual teachers or others wishing,

to evaluate courseware before purchasing/ and asla supplement to pre-.

service and inservice.courses conc rned. with the-development or use of

computer-based applications.

Process

In December 1979, under a contract with the Naticinal Institute of

Education, the Computer Technology Program of the Northwe'st Regional

Educational Laboratory,began designing a clearinghouse for microcomputer7
7

based educational software and courseware. The clearinghouse, called

MicroSIFT (Microcomputer Software and Information for Teachers), has as

one of its goals the development and implementation of an evaluation

process and-related instruments for such courseware.

The design of MicroSIFT includesla selectednetwork (SIFTnet) Of

significant centers of)instructional computing activities at the K-12

level. The centers ate large school distridta or regional consortia. or

other education agencies where full-time instructional computing staff,

exist,.and which have a history of development,'evaluation, and imple-
0.

mentation of instructional applications of computets. This network'forms

the basis for the evalUatiOnprocesS. -
The four stages of the evaluation process include:

1.Phase 1--Sifting. Sifting is the first. look at a:package. At

this time, those ptograms that are not instructional in' nature are

screened out. In addition to a ptogram's instructional.Value,,the sift-
,

ing phase determines a package's "opetational readiness" and its "hard-.

ware compatibility" status. The MicroSIFT staff completes this stage.

If the sdftwate fails to meet,the:MicroSIFT standards for this phase,

the evaluation terminates.

2. -Phase II--Description In Phase II, one briefly describes the

/
package, specifying the program format, instructional purpose and tech-

?...
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niguct(s),;, ,type of packager available document anc the hardWare;',.'
Confignrat on ;necessary for operation. The 6S7FF 'staff7,

f:

.eXPerience
_

the :subject and grade/ability level of 1-An' terVal. leOted from' a,_

schools served s by the.network stte :to ;evaluate; putsew e aCCordristg,tO!

the content, instrucaonaf quality, an techn Critsgria:
idenpifie&l.n the "Conrseluation," fo rseWare'; iS "'also

&

'mast of -.,stage,),Ising the '''courseware pest).pt on-11,
3 Phase At tast Yt00-tetAchers';.

_The;

evaluated by a -network site expert Who then CipinpleteS a 'summaryreView.
; , 3 .; .61

The summary. review becomes,the JtitiicroSIFT evaliiatfdrr, of
ComptiOn of -Phases -1 through III taketepproxiiiiat'ely twc months

The evaluations may or may not in lude observat oftudenttnse {kthe
spackage.

-04. .Phase IV--tn-petth.Evalna 'on. So tee ,,bec,4use o
4- , .L;

coMplex ty or a.rnot411c,fict curriculum - vered, wa t 'Vie 4Xtensive:.exT41=,
ke 4 . .

ivitied, in this. Category would be - ,,.anflaDOst\-=:testing
4 4{,4./

detailed .observation of -,stndent use Tf' the paC5ilg'or .; This EipAse .is.not

.implemented by ;fibro5.IFT,4.

Courseware Description.

:-.Sefore...a package can be evaluated, some factual> informatibn is
needed" :,',; FOr.examPle, d.cieth;.it hay ali.'the components necessary, to make- ,

ituan instructionally uSeful!paC age? ::_ctrideecT deterthinifig the existence
0-f. needed ..Comporients id itSeIV.an,.e3/aluation.

The "courseware DesOrii5t'icin!': form identi,f.i* the information nedes-
"dary for evaluation and use of a. package.. In- Some cased, a-list of com-
pone4ts 'is included. COthplete package, all the information shoUld
be readily 'eir'ailable in the program, and support materials.. If some
infprrn tion is not- proviae4 in the package, you may be able to infer
some."of it by a trial use of thepackage.

2Some sections of the "coursOware DescriptiOn" form are discussed;
belOw.

1. version Evaluated. A version number, a date, or hardware
cientif ier that diStinguishes the specific package on which the evalua-,

tion is based,:'

3
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2. "Producer. The original source (developer, publisher, author,

'indiv'dual) who produced the package.

Subject Area A general Area such as mathematics, reading, or

istory.

4.' Specific Topic. A pubset of subject area such as multiplica-

tion,,qphonicsvor WorldWar I.

5. Grade/Ability Level. The grade level, grade range, or other

ability - level indicator for whibh the package is intended.

61 Required Hatdware. Identify the .minimum' hardware. required for

package use.

a. ComputerAbrand, version)

b. RAM atount

c.

d. Output Devides ('color orjoiackr-and-white monitor or

printer

e Other Peripherals (jOYstiCk, paddles, v e,SyutheSi

f. Special ElectroniCs ',(circUXtcards;"interface

-7.. Available fot'Haid Disk. Indicate whether the softWare:can.be

Copied onto a central disk Syttem for a.,-Cluster.pf. computers", thus Making

it availablejor more 'than one computerat a tiie:

8::' Required SoftWate. . Identify the language,'OPO'rating SySteM,

and utility software required to instail,and use.theplication Softw are
- 4

in the,,pabxage., Include, any drivers,: subroutines, or Special software

requireMenta notin the package or standard in the hardwakespeCified.
,

9 ::::'Software Protected Indicatewhethei the'softWareiSprotected

4tom casUalpppyinvthiough:SoftWate-oryhardware means
- -

10%; Mectimm:orrransfer. Check tie medium the :egftware .stored,

Mass Storage Devices (disk drive,-cassette)

11. Back Up Policy. Note the policy of the producer in providing

back-up 'copies ok,programs, in a.package, whether :through providing it

with the package, ,sen ing it free or at low cost by request of purchaser,

no policy, Tor other opriate note.,

.12. Field Test Dat A'JIndicate whether or not' the producer has

conducted a field test a .akes the data available.-



13. Instructional Purposes an4Techniques. Indicate the techniques

employed in the package (epg., remediation, standard4nstruction, enrich-

ment, assessment, instructional management, authoring,' drill and prac-

tice, tutorial, information retrieval, game, simulation, problem solv-

ing): .

14- DocumentatiOnAvailable. For the items in the package, indi-

'cate whether the docuMentation ks in printed supplementary materials or

'' is contained in the,program.

15. 'dbjectives. List the purposes, goals, or objectives that the

package is intended to achieve..

16. Prerequisites. Describe the experiences, skills, concepts,

under8tandings, maturity, and ability lelels which the intended users

should PosSess for successful'use of the package.

17. Package Content and Structure.

4. Abstract of Content. This information should be available
.

in' themateriaLbrOVided by-the .producer of the package. However, you '

- .
-

mayWish to add comments if the deg4iPtion is incomplete or inaccurate.

General Content. Describe. thegeneral,..content domain of

the pao3ca42..,
.

i:;:;t

C. User's Role.Deacribe the dimension:of user control

,rate, sequence, amount, type, and content o`) problem examples, if appli-

cable. ..For example, "The user determines how much time will be allowed

lor-Solving each problem." "The user defines'': the number of hospitals,
0

the amount bf.medicine available, and the'quahtity of peSticides used

for.mosquito.control." A

d. InStructionalr. DesCribe the instructional
.

strategy used in the.courseWa or exampleThis IS_ a drill and

practice prograM,desighecLto increase, student proficiency and speedHin'

solving quadradic equations."- "This courseware, simulates a malaria con-

tiol situation by determining cost - effectiveness and impact of the.vari-
,

aples seiettedby the user."

e. Instructional Integration: Describe the degree to which-

the package' is or can be an integral part of instruction. For example,

it may be intended as a random or casual supplement, chosen by teacher,

or 'stent, one of several options. On the other hand, it may be the

only way an important topic can be addressed with a student activity.
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f. Program.StrUctUre.,-Describe the flow or sequence of

activity, in the program. For exampla, "The program contains three major

sections: a presentation of an'exa010e, a section of controlled user

activity, and a section Of uncantrollpd user exploration."

.Courseware Evaluation

The "Courseware,EvalUation" formis designed to be used after the

information in the "CourseWdre description" form is available. The'

rating of the 21 -Items. on the form is,i.obe the starting point of the

evaluation. The sections of the form are described in the sequence they

are to be completed. ;.. 4

Judgments should,be based on thorough intre64gaii0-of the program

and su port materials in.tyre:pabkag0. ,

to "package" is used, all cOmpoilents:AWe/ :taken,into account in

OintenOad.fthat.where the

making the evaluation,
01'

NOTE: The descriptiond of egtell oftbe flitems on the following pages

are'intended to be suggestions for coAideraion in arriving at a jUdg-
.

ment on the item. They are'nOtl,necesSarily checklists, are not in order

of importance, and are natiexhausipie of possible COnsideratioks. The

alphabetic identifiers arp merel 47fpr referebcepurldoses.

Student Use

It is not expeCted.that'ident use of a package will be observed

in this evaluation process as a, professional, are making at judg-

mapt based on your teaching',a2tPeri4ce in the grade level and Subject,

intended ,forthe pagagt. 'ttoWevrt, if it is convenient to observe stu-

deii't use of- the paCkage, :the'ev4luation may be even more valuable. If

students take part indicateis on your evaluation form.

Content CharecteriStics

1; The content ii.acCUrate, Possible problems in content accuracy

include

!CrutdatedinfOrmation,or instructional approach.

Factual erro.ts

inValid mOd6l. used in a simulation.
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Oversimplified model or ex

1Mproper use of statistics.

Inaccurate greiohe or displays.

ReContent has educational value. Any decision on this item

will be :'highly subjectiVe. Sallie considerations leading to a positive

judgment might include:

a. The content and objectives are addressed in common school

curricula.

b. The knowledge and skills involved have utility in some,

aspect of life.
a

c. An instructional situation-canjoe envisioned in which the

package Would be useful. .0,

d. Use of the package enables ybu- to. learn something about

,-the nature or needs Of -the student. using. it.

terms

The content pf the package is central t the subject

4

The content is free of race., e hhiaSek, and other stereo-
- -

Certain ra6ial,_ethnic, or sex groups may be overrepre-
,

;-t the expense okliMitina:others.
°,'

b. Some rebieletfinic, or sex groups may be portrays in
:-

that are.indicative!or4fals&generalizationSebout the charact&

istics of that group.

Instructional Characteristics

4. The purpose of the package is well defined. -Pdtposes,goals,

and objectives may be in the prograM or inuser support materials. The

identification of instructional objectives is important to the transfer7.

.ability and use of an instructional package.

a. Objectives should be explicit, rather than 2mplied.

b. Objectiye statementsShbuld be clear, i.e., unambiguous'

and without multiple meanings, succipct, free-bf jargon.

c. Objectives Should be stated in terms of expected student

behaviors.

The package should.include both general and specific statements of

purpose. That is, theoverall.purpOse of the. package ought to be con

.cisely stated, withspecific objectives stated for specific components.,
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5.i- The package' achieves its defined purpose. Courseware can .b&.

evaluated in much the same way that other instruction is evaluated, the
.

'starting place being the instructional objectives. Based on these objec-

tives, the student using the instructional package should learn what the

,material sets out to teach, rather than merely being engaged in the

process.

The most effective way to substantiate this aspect cf instructional

quality is through &sample run of the program, preferably with a learner

from the target audi6nce. However, if such a learner is not available;

the evaluator shouldmake a judgment as to how well the package would:.

actually accomplish its objectives when used by a Student of the
,

priate maturity and ability, based on the ev'aluator's experience

students; of that type.

6. Presentation of content is clear and logical'

'this item is on how the terms, facts, concepts, and prin

subject matter are presented, rather than on the conte

a.

c.,

d.

clusters.

e.

f.

posSible

The information is well organized.

The structure ,of the presentation is evide

Definitions and expianati w

appio7

with

e fodUs of

leqii,Rf"the

cesSary4,'.

There is g Smooth transiVN- een-Concepts and cognitive

- :
Vs;

The progression of pr se sta:n-1.is, '1ogica/ and well identified.

Examples, counter-,exampleeVi=end.allUstkations .are when

andappropriate.

The examples relevant to the point of instruction.
,r

The level'of difficulty is appropx14"*CfOr the target audience.7.

e

used

a. The means of response
. .

e choice, manipulating,

graphics, single keysltroke, etc.) is appropria to the targStaudience.

b. The xeadabilityof support materials andprogratki text is
- 7

consistent with the expected ability level of.the audience. 'Vocabulary,

phrasing, and. sentence length are specific considerations here.

c. Examples and.graPhic illustrations are suitable for. the
.

maturity of the student.

d. The time required for typical student use does not exceed

the attention span of the tarmt audience.
.

. Size of steps in looical.processes are. suited to the

'ability level of the st.udent.
4`



f. There are multiple levels of instruction, with diagnostic

and reinforcement routines, for individual,differences in the target

audience. For example, the program automatically branches.to remediation

subrouiihes if user responses require, the program automatically

progresses to more difficult problems'to continually provide a challenge

to the user who has mastered the easier problems, or the program auto

matically.provides easier problems-to the user who is-having:_trouble.

8. Graphics/sound/color are used for appropriate instructional'

reasons.

a. Graphics, sound, and color enhance rather than detract

from the instructional process.

b. Use of sound does not disturb-others in a classroom

environment.

c- Graphics, sound, anticolor focus attention on important

content areas.

d. Good message design principles -are used:in order tb place
0 ' v

emphasis om,impOrtant concepts.

e. Visual and auditory effects:s

9. Use of the ackage is motivations

student,interest:

a. Students are effectively addr

b.. Narratives in the prograid 'use

manner.

c. The overall tenor o interaction is warm, friehOly,

ful.

d The%ckage provides for avqvariety of studenw ses

' and response modes.

A variety of responses to student inputs arerts

Reinforcement is positive and dignified.

g. A student is left with a desire to use thelcackagedagain,

or to pursue the topic in Othe z4ys.

SO in aperSonal-style.

or and-a:donverstional C

,R

A student is left tith a positive attitude about the

experience.

i. Using the package is a pleasant experience.

10. The package effectively.challenges student creativity.%

The learher is involved in an active, rather thah passive,-

has control over as
Pt

mannerin the instruction. For example, the student



many input variables as the program permits, the computer is USed in a

'handi-on" way rather than merely in &presentation mode, or the program

design allows the student as many decisions as possible.

b. The package provides opportunities,to answer open-ended

questions that have no "right" or "wrong" answers,' and gives, the student,
s

evaluative criteria to judge his/her own responses.

..c. The program is designed to anticipate a wide,range o

possible responses.

d. The'student is. provided with new waysof.. looking-at the

e. The package demonstrates a creative me&nSOf using the

-knowledge -being acquired by the user.-
% .

f. The package suggests areas of further exploration or other.

4
activity.

.

The student is challenged to change an underlying model

world.,

or design anllternative mOdel.

11. Feedback on student responses is effectively employed.

a. The feedback is relevant to the students' responses and

therefore "credible.

-The'leedbaCk is non-threatening,

necessary.

yet corrective when

c. The feedback is timely, i.e., given with appropriate fre-

quency and given immediately after a.response.

d. -VWfied4dok.remediates (gives cues, hints, and explana=

e. There is quantitative feedback when valuable. For

example, the program indicates the number and percentage of problems

correct out of the number of probleths attempted.

The feedback tells "why" the response was incorrect.

example !You-should have spelled the names correctly" or "Use

11"--W

g. The judgment of student responses properly assesses the

concept being taught,,, not merely its form. For example, is word order

more important than the content of the response?

h. The program adapts to the learner by adjusting the diffi-

For

no punc-

4 cultIr level of content.



12. The learner controls the rate and sequence of presentation and

review.

a. Student has control over the time allowed for solving

problems, allowing for quickening or slowing the pace as the user deems

necessary.

b. Student has control over the rate of presentation of dis-

play material so that he/she can read and absorb the information at his/

her own rate.

c. The progiam does not lock the student 'irk° a linear

instructional sequence.

d. The program allows the student to begin at a point appro-

priate to his/her past achievements.

e. The program has a provision for review of instructions

initiated by the user.

f. The program, defines "functions" for learner options such

as HELP, HINT,-DICTIONARY.

'13. InitrU=I'Lsantegrated with previous student experiences.

a. Instruction is designed to take into account the back-

ground experiences'tyPical_of the target audience.

b. Inductive reasoning is employed. Known situations are

used to.explain new situations.

c. Commonly experienced examples are used. For'example,
,

some students may better understand liquid metric measurements within

the context of fitlixig. the car with, gasoline rather than filling a

'graduated cylinderWith i.iater.

d. InstrUction moves from, the concrete

simple to complex, fliiiartounfamiliar.

to the abttract,

14. learning can be generalized to an approPriate range of situa-

tions,

a. The learning is applicable to a student's future experi-

ences. For example, the instruction preparet the user for the next unit

in the package.

b. The student is presented with opportunities that require

generalization of the rules.acquired at the computer.and oPportunities.

to apply:those rules tO "real life" situations away frowthe:computer.



c. The processes and inforMation learned are useful in

domains and situations other than the subject area of the package.

d. The content is organized in such a way as to facilitate

recall and application away from the computer and outside of the immedi-

ate content domain.. For example, is the metric system taught within the

context of the decimal system, or as isolated meapurements (meter, gram,

liter, etc.)/-'

Technical characteristics

15. User support materials are comprehensive. In this item, you

are"assessing the completene0 of the package in terms of its support

for the te4911ers::04-St4dentsA.ptthe.intended pattern of use, and reason-

able optionai uses. Many different types of information may be included

in the printed material accompanying tpe pr pram. The components of

good user support materials identified here can be, packaged in Many ways."

Separate identification does not imply a need for separate booklets,

althOugh:that may be desirable. (See also 'item 16.)

a. Student Materials: Sufficient materials for a variety of

student activities should be.provided:
- - .

-- Pre - instruction activities relating to the package

--A guide tO.upA of thejoackage
7 ,

7,7follow-uP activities-to reinforce

Teacher's Information

the instruction

---A,description of the instructional activities to take

plate
3

---SuggeStiOns for classroom logistics in a varieiy.±of:
-.:

hardware situationS,(single-or multiple.Macilines,:-.hardwarenot in class-

- -A

- .., .--

roo&i., etc.)

:rationale for computer use,,

hece4a#Y,for best utiliza4On

-- Teacher-directed pre and postinstructional activities

c. 'Resource Information ,,;

.
., , -

. .

-,Biblicigraphyl-rbf resources And references related to the

content:damAid..
..,. .

7-Sample run of the program

( '1
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able near a microcomputer statitin.
. .

operates

--POssibilities for program modifications

--A description of the model used in simulations

d. Technical Documentation
r

--Detailed explanation of how the program and pad/cage.

-- Program code listings

--Explanation of user definable options to adapt the pro-

gramgram for different applications

--Explanation of the oftware/hardware interface or any

other extraordinary features of the program

--Flowchart or other diagrams of general logic of indiVi-

dual programs and package

Interpretation of error messages

e. Containers

--Folders, binders, pockets for storing printed materials,

disks, cassettes, or other components.,.

--Boxes or other container(s) for organizing and storing
"f?

the entire package,

16. The user support materials are effective.

The appearance of the materials'isattractive.

b. The quality of the paper or binding is appropriate to its

intended usa..and expected life.

R. The,printeAcxt is cleari readable,- tive.

d. Pictures, diagraMs, and VraPhs are. appropriate and read-
.

able.

e. The text, captions,. label's, etc. are thoroughly edited

and free of errors in grammar, spelling, and punctuation.

f. The packaging of the materials is suitable for the

intended,mse% For example, student worksheet masters intended for repro7

dUCtiOn* "loose leaf" or easily reproduced and teacher support materi-

alsals can be separated from student materials..

g. The program storage media are easily accessf l4.,y et
,e pro

js Av.

tected'from randoM injury expected inmailing,
'.=!.t4'4'!'

h. Th4..entire is storable as -a-Ain
,,: ,

age facilities (office shelves, cabinets, etC:)-'
.04?4.

ts,

i. Materials are easily used in tabispace typica
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17. Information displays lire effective. Good message design prin-

ciples are incorpotated into the visual arrangement of display material.'

a. Graphic displays are not too cbmplex or full of too much

information. There is adequate'spacing on the screen or ptinted materi--

als for clarity. Static and dynamic graphics are used when applicably/

Screen-and printed displays make effective use of open space.

b. Text narrative on the monitor or printer is clear and

easy to read.

Narrative is not ambiguous.

d. Text information is nottoo lengthy or "wordy."

e. The user is given adequate time to read and absorb'the

information'given in the displays.

f. Text is free from spelling and. punctuationerrors.

g. Character sets employed are approRriatefor'the intended

audience.

h. Graphics are not too repetitive or too slow inpresenta-

tion.

i. Input optionS are: independent of color, or at least avoid

common color blindness problems.

j. There is not too much text for the display. The.text

position is consistent and/or,predictable (i.e.., the student does not:

have

give

to hunt fortheinformation)..

k. Graphics are appropriately mixed with text material to

variety to4,the presentation.

TranSitions:iromllisPlay,to diSPlay on a video screen are

smooth anduncbtrusive:

m. Scrolling is used appropriately. Only pertinent

tion is retained on the screen.

n. Adequate teacher/siudent-opt ions

sound are provided..

,gram.

informa-

4

for use or nonuse of

o. Graphicd'are not;:iliStractin _to the user.

18; Intended users can eitilindtadependently operate

,

a. The program has enough internal documentation

ease of use even without external paper dOcumentation.

9 .1'

the pro-
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N,
b. Formate andprotocela for user- computer commun* oh are

.

consiatently'apPlied and logical.

c. Directions are-accompanied by useful examples where appro'

priAte.

d. Help pages and functions are prrvided And accessible at

likely points of need.
V

e. The program does not allow the user to get lost in the

program with no apparent way out. The student always has some options,

for getting the program running again, or returning to abeginning

f. The program doesn't stop or appear to be doing nothing

without clues.

g. Traps are used copiously to catch potential errors of any,

kind, and to avoid moving control from the application to the operating

system software.

h. Instructions and error messages are clear and unambiguous,'

They give the user dee directions as to what he/she must do to effec-

tively use the program.

i.. The prog am responds to inputs as. the directions indicate;

j. The user .can easily exit the program, return to menus, or

move td anothersection ith program-described conventions.

'The:p.rogrm accurately evaluates student input, i.e., it

does not MisihtWet stdent responses and thereby identify a'response

as incorrect when it is n fact correcte

1. Computer operation does not interfere with concentration
---i.,

on the activity.
.1 ,..., .

.---

,fli. ....The program can beUsed with a minimuthof computer com-

petencies.

,,, ,

\

n. The user isn't uneasy using the software due' to its com-

plexity of operation.

o. :The-.6Ser it:Ainformed Of_Wt4ch-fUnCtionkeys Ire/she-will
:,'N'ii .. - .

..

use in the course o.ktheLpro4i-agtvd4lioi:k purpose.
,

. .

ID.

- - . ' ._;

Thereiwthe0eOwssary cueing for function key*uSage.

q.' Those-functionAwys referred to in the program are avail-

on the hardware.
.,

r'. The use of;fiiCion keys does not necessitate re -input of

,u4er responses previously.input,:intaAhe computer.
q ,

,

., 3.
:4

able
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19. Teachers can Oatily employ the.package.. Not only shoulthe

program be easily used by the students,. but it should be equally employ-
.

,

'.able by the teachers. Many of the same. considerations as in itein.18 can

be h& re, but also:

a. The program can be used.b a person having a minimum of

computer competencies.:

.b. The program requires a :Animal amount of equip ent

.manipulationby,the teacher...

b. Software modifications or unUsuaI',e,manip lations of disks'

41, not required to use the program effectively.
:

.d, The package is easily adaptable to a vaiety of classroom

learning environments, including placement of hardware inside or outside

the claisroom.
/ A

e. Error handling and identification are sufficiently
,,.

detailed so the teacher can easily help a student. S,
. -

-f.: Students require'a minimum amount of teacher supervision.

while using the program:

0 :4 20: The program appropriately uses relevant computer capabilities.

The success of the computer as a-means for instruction is.dve to those'

capabilities inherent in the technolsgy. Computer. .software should.take

full advantage of the unique aspects7f the computer rather than merely

doing the same activities. in a new way.

a. The application is well suited to computer use and not

one'hat.can,be handled More appropriately by other Means.

b. Course management ortomputer.collection and organization

of dtia on instruction is available. Forexample, the ifteormation about

the student's performance is stored for retrieval at a later time.

c. The computer is used in a dynamic, interactive way.' For

example, the computer makes decisions based bn *student performance

according to the teaching strategies inherent to the program.

d. The computer makes effective use of other Peripheral.

deVices (e.g., printers, light pens, paddle controller, joysticks., etc.)

for alternate input modes.

e. The con uter iused,,to siMulate activities that'are too

difficult, dan
/ °

f.

involved in:a

gerous, or expensive to.demonstrdte'in reality.'

The',.computerls used so that students are-actively

",hand n" manner rather thth only passiVe;y obsery

(r!
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"Y Si' or "NO" or "Y" or "N" rather than "1 = YtE, 2 =NO."

g. The computer responds to natural studen,,input such

21. The program is reliable in normal use.

a. Tkie program will consistently run under all normal7condi-'

tions. No special precautions such as clearing memory 'are required for

effective program execution.

b; The program will consistently load into the com,Ruter with-.

out undue complexity, such as re-loading.

c. The program is'free of programming and operational errors.



4. SOCIAL AND EDUCATIONAL ISSUES AND, DIRECTIONS

To feel comfortable using computers to help you meet your educa-

tional objectiVes; you probably need some understanding of the social

tuld educational issues surrounding the computer age and of the ways the

new technology might affect both educational practice and the society at

.1a2ge.

Although it is not our intention to provide a florough discussibn

of this complex, unknown,, and perhaps controversial subject, this chapter'

introduces some of the dimensphs of this intriguing ,area. We hope the

readings will provide you with the beginning-of a 1;erspective,about the

broader issues and a context,into which you can place your coMputer-
,

.

assisted classroom activities.

In our first reading, ,"Less Thunder in the MguthLMore Lightning _,in

the Hand," W. Robert Houston describes the pervasiveness of computers in

our lives that is eXpected to occur within one genetation and theorizes

about the impact of this pervasiveness on our schools. Complitera will.

an integral part Of the adult. liveS of the children who are now in

school, a'generation that accepts computers as natural; Houston, feels

"schools must base instruction programs on ±these) .pragmatic realities.

Schools must learn to cope with this new reality, use it, build on it,

not be cowered by,it."

I "Microcomputers: Dreams and RealitieS," Henry-jay Becker dis-
,

cusses some of the practical problets and obstacles associated with

attempts to use computers to attain .educational goals, and some "dreams".

regarding future possibilities. .The,author tries to provide a balanced

perspective concerning both the long-range CapabilitieS'of the computer.

in education and the present clasarooi realitiee.

In an excerpt from their artiole:"Computer Technology and the

Social Studies," Allen D. Glenn and,Daniel t.'Elassen provide a thought-.

provoking discussion of how social studres education should prepare our

youth for the computer and informatibn age. This article does not con-
" t

centrate on the-computer.itself, but upon social and political issues ,

and prlems that the school children of today will be forced toiface as
/

adult citizens/: Implications for social studies education are presented.
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Finally Mary Hepburn4S article "The NewInformation Technology:

Critical Questions for Social Science Educators," further discusses the

implications of the computer age for social studies educators. The focus

is on'the larger social and professional' issues that are emerging; the

critical, questions the author suggests must be addressed.

Taken together, these four,readings provide a broad and balanced

overview of both the social and.educational issues currently facing us.

The teacher familiar with these issues will have afirmer foundation.

upon which to build, as he or she explores the.computer as an educational

100
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LESS THUNDERIN THE MOUTH; MORE LIGHTNING IN THE HAND

by W, Robert Houston

This old Indianproverb summarizes the potentials and perhaps the
r

problems of the microcomputer as an evolving. technological educational

systemln'schools. Unbelievable advances have occurred during the pas

two years; the next two promise even more radical changes. In this la

'chapter, it is appropriate to examine some of these impliCations. Mor

important, we:.must act, not just talk about the potential of this evol

' ing educational resource.

Change'ls so pervasive in our. society today that it is accepted a

inevitable, though with some reluctance. Many of us, like Custer the

Dragon in Ogden Nash's delightful story, Might long for a nice safe ca

where everything remains Stable. But such is not the fate for. edubatO

Particularly for those who are concerned with the development of micro

computers as educational tools, obsoldscence is the "name of the game.
0

New and imProved'approaches to instruction, computer..programs, expande

computer capability, and new systems of technology are all dated even

before they are adequately tested.,

For four hundred years, the printed page has been accepted as the

approptia'te medium for transmitting knowledge; today this is being cha,

lenged,by computers, televis,,ion; microfiche and microdcpts, and other

more transient and flexible media. Indeed, the authors and editors of

this book were challenged to use another:medium for conveying the state

of the microcomputer revolution as of January'1981. We are under no

delusion that what you are reading is current. Like seeing the light

from a distant star, yob. are interacting with the knowledge-baid that :

'months or years old.

As we look forward, several generalizationsand caveats seem apprc

priate.

Reprinted from. Barbara R. Sadwoski and Chatles Lovett (eds.),, Using Con
pdters to Enhance Teaching and Improve Teaching Centers (Houston: Uni-
versity of Houston, 1981). Used bylpermission.



Soon after the turn-Of the century, the_microcOmputer will be

accepted by children and youth as a typical 'andousual part of

Just as television and telephones are considered integral' to homes today,

so too will some form of microcomputer be,accept4d in less than one full
g

generation. Experiments already are well-advanced inJapan and Ohio.
- \,

that demonstrate the power of cable TV/telephone/microcomputer systems. ,

Children growing up in those homes :>4 less likely to experience the

trauma of many adults when faded with the computer age. .

Computers are reshaping our lives at.a rapid.pace: 'plastic cr, it

cards and their telephone/computer-checking:syptem are.an accepted part '

of life today; airline reservations are computerized; billior of dollars

are transferred monthly between banks-nOt by armored car but by computer

transfer; letters are d9fted on word processors where corrections can

be made readily before final typing;\automobile ignition-system& depend-

on small computers to monitor and control the flow ,of fuel. These are

but harbingers ,of futufe changes. Toffler, in his 'repent book'The,Third

Wave (1980), projects:the electronic'cottage asa futurecommon place.

Goods can be ordered and-paid for; news items selected from a potpourri

of possibilities on the evening-broadcast (rather than the preprogrammed,

singular, sequenced, and condensed evening TV news of today);.letters

"typed and proofed.son a word irocessor,-theh transmitted via phone lines
,

to. their destination; elections held and results announced almOst

immediately; and children studying at home.

The school as we' know it maynot exist. There may be testing
0

1

centers and socializing centers. There may be curriculum production

centers and tutorial centers. There may be, as Boulding (1980) proposeS,-

inventories of the knowledge and skills of everyone in the community,

With students studying with.appropriate persons through interactive com-

puters. Through similar processes, scholars and learners could keep in

touch with counterparts throughout the world.

That world may seem strange to us now,.put certainly no stranger

than life and values of today would be to aaansas farmer at the turn of

the century. But society and individuals grow into a new culture; trans-

form technology and that culture, and are transformed by them. Even in

the-dizzying blur of social change, the young will continua to accom-
.

modatelto the new reality. There is nothing eternal about any particular

culture- -even the'one in which We'currently'live.
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2. Schools will change, or cease.to exist. Because schOois have

been assigned by society the task of translating cultUral.values to the

next generation, theytend to be conservative in approach, pontent, and
..: ..

'values. InnoVations and radically new practices seldom grow directly:,-

from. such.institutions. When adVocates of rapid change make their mark

on school policy or practice, pressure builds from groups.with more

fundamental-beliefs that forbe their Position back toward more conserve-
.. -

tive pOsture6. The experimental science, mathematics, and soc---o.ial science
, . .

programs of the sixties were followed by'back-to-thebasics in the seven-
, ..

ties. The rise f academicians as determiners of school curriculum con-

tent,led to the rise of consortia. Teacher shortages led to increased
s'

'preparation programs, to teacher oversupply, to massive publicity, and

then to teacher shortages.

'In the preceding section, several potential impacts:on schools wer

suggested. These will be resisted. But schools will change; th

The microcomputer will be.integral to that shift--not alone,

junction with the videodisc, TV, telephone, and other advanced technolo-

gies.

3. The impact of microcomputers is not limited to scLols,

vision provides'a parallel .to help understand this notion. Television

in the home has impacted the values and perception of youth to'a greater

extent than television,in schools. Education television has suffered

from inadequate budgets, weak visual and auditoi y, messages (talking
1

heads, lectures), and inapprOpriate ties to cprriculum and child develop-

"merit. As a social intervention, it* compareg poorly with commercial TV's

fast-paced drama,.ipstant news, football with instant replay for clarifi-

catidn'and analysis, and thirty-second commercials,

,The parallel with microcomputers is obvious. Microcomputers will

,become integral to the lives of people, and schools' must base instruc
,

tional programs on pragmatic realities: Schools must learn to cope with

this new reality, use it, build on it, not be cowered by it Children

will grow up with computers,%considering them as natural parts of their

lives. Teachers will learn to interact with, home. Microcomputers in ways

similar to those of teachers,today who use Sesame Street and the National

Geographic Specials on T as bases fOr,instruction. Individualized, '
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linked with other technologies, end interactive, the microcomputer

broadens the concept of learning so as to providepowerful 'alternatives

to current school practice,;

4. Schools have atial.reSponsibilityi, teach children and youth

how to use.the.microcomp4ter and use the. Microcomputer to teach children

and,youth. In,the coming years, both uses of microcomputers willbecome

more sophisticatech' .Itd use will be 'considered routine, casual, inte-

gral; hecesSary to life and to teaching.
.

5. Microcompu:eers as entertainment_ may enhance'instruction..,The'

parallel with television again' is obvious.. TV.is viewed by most people

as basically a means of entertainment, not eduCation. Such-Was 'its first

role, and its,maj6r one today. Microcomputers,
'

tbo, are being used as
/ -

Much in electronic games of physical and intellectual skill.as in purely

educational contexts. The inherent interest and challenge in gaming
°

poses a challenge for educators seeking More effective ways to engage

students inhighdr-order cognitive processes-
/

P. Microcomputers are limited because' they do not proceSS

\back effect Vely. This is a-basic flaw:in most Computer-assisted

instructional systems to date. They are not able to process nonverbal,

eifective.feedback from learners and use thesedate,in'todifYing'instruc-
,

4Lycannot give emotional supportdespitethe p§eudowarmth' often

prOgrammed into instruction ("good job," "Hello, Tom, are you ready to

.study arithmetic? ").

InstrUctional materials develoPed:for(computer use must be much

more precise'and comprehensive than materials handled by teachers.
c,

Teachers use student verbal and nonverbal, feedback to alter plans.

Developing adeq9ate computer-based.instructiOnal programs, is far*ore

,complex becauSe of this need for lack of ambiguity and the lack of non..;.

cognitive feedback. One of the problems facing the,prolession today is

the dearth of even adequatemuch less exquisite Programs. Inadequately

tested.Materials are flooding ,the. market.

7 7. Students are not machines. Yet,' many instructional processes

appear to treat them As such. Some advocates,enthusiastic. about the

potential of the new tool, aPpea to consider the.computer inherently as

valuable rather than valuing what it can do for people. Dede (1979)
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Warne us A. the dangers of the "coMputer chip" mentality. where children

are trained to be machines

The danger for many persons who are deeply immersed in technology

is translating problems into algbrithMsor.problem statements that are

solvable through computer programs. While such a process may provide a

more powerful data-CrUncher; it is no substitute forj.ntelIigence'nor'

for conceptually-oriented,prdb1em solVing.

'Despite the caveatslieted.in the previbus section, thoughtful and

innovative educators:areinding the challenge of the microcomputeitevo-

Dation, its Vibrancy,-and'iti potential.to bp invigorating and promising.

Ihas the potential for freeing education from. mass schooling. Where,

everyone learns
%
virtually the. same things. in the same sequence:,:.;

It has the.potential, too; of linking schools andjeodiety echOols'

and home, schools and the work place as no other technological advancd

has The "synergistic linkage of communication and computer capabilities

makes possible bookless libraries, paperless news tteletext), telecon-

ferencing, portable language translators, and c, uSless'and professor-.

less' Universities--among myriad other mind- boggles (Shostak 1981,

p. 357)."

Of such is the challenge and. the promise of the 1980s. For educa--

tors, the watchword is drawn from thousand7year-old Plains Indian cul-

ture: "Lesi thunder Iethe mouth; more lightning in, the hand."-
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MICROCOMPUTERS: DREAMS AND REALITIES

by Henry Jay Becker

We should.not.predict or expeCt that thepersonal CoMpUter
will foster a new evolutior1/41n education juSt"becaUse it
could. -Everlylew ommtnication:mediuM;of:thiscentury--the
telephone, the mot n. picture, radio and teleVisiOnhasr
elicited Sibil$r predictions that did notcome-to pass. Mil-
lions'of uneducated people in the world have ready access to
the accumulated culture ofAthe centuries in:publiC librarieS,
but they do not avail theMielves'of'it.. Once an individual or
a society decides that education:is:essential, however, the
book, and now/the-personal computer,- can be among the sciciety'sl,
main vehiclesforthe transmissions of knOwledge. .(Alan Kay,
Scientific American, September'1977)

'In the last.twoyearioany educatora have:become exCited'about:
.

usi theneW generation of reiatively'nexpensive'desktop cOmpUters,or.

crocomputerg," to assist teaChers in\classroom instrjiction and to

broadenStudental intellectual experiences. This excitement'has:reaChed

many teaChers and'administritors who have never touched a computer, But

it has also been shared bY'cUrri"culum developers, computer ;scientists,

and others who have triedfor many years to,aply the capabilities of
. ,

digital-computers to educational purpOtes and Settings. The new Micro-.

computers, although no more computationally pOWerful tharithe first,

machines for coMputer-assisted instruction developed nearly two dedades

ago, are now' simpler to use, allow- more interactive student-computer

dialogue,' and, most significantly, are far lower in cost..

Despite this excitement about using the new microcomputers .in

schools--an excitement reinforced by commercial efforts tosell computers

and software productS to this potentially ,large and relatively central-

ized marketr-Many people are .reserving judgment. They doubt that most

schools can justify single or multiple purchases ofinstructional

ment costing' hundreds or thousands' of.dollars per item unless unprece--

-dented academic accomplishments can be expected to follow.

Reprinted fromCurriculum Review 21, no. 4 (Octbber 1982), pp..,381-38.-
Used by permission of Cuiriculum Advisory,Service, Chicago, Illinois.
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Grounds for Skepticism

There is good reason to be skeptical, for example, about whether

the microcomputers that schools are now purchasing are cost-effective

devices for providing the remedial drill and practiCe of basic skills

touted in the commercial advertisements. Although computers do provide

the opportunities for individualization, immediate feedback,4and sum.7

marization of individual performance that other methods of practicing

skills may lack, the performance gains may not be great enough to justify

the financial investment on these grouncls'alone. The potential capacity

of computers to diagnose student error patterns and provide corrective

tutorial instruction--features which, might more reasonably Contribute to

cost-effectiveness--has rarely been demonstrated in cUrreg:t classroom_
'47*

software materials.

'However, it is not only the program content that raises questions

in many minds. There'are also important organizational and curricular

problems to, solve before:the techhology can reliably increase learning

effidiency in math, spelling, or any other subject.

The most ovious'organizational problem is that While most programs

allow'profitable use by .only one child at a time, school8 typically.pur-
.

chase microcomputers in very. small quantities - -most often a single com,-

puter-in'a single classroom, or even just three or four for the building.

For teachers to make effective use of a device which is primarily geared
1

to a' single user when they haye but one machine for 30.children demands

a' major planning effort.

Besides these practical reasons for skepticism about using computers

in classrooms today, there are both empirical and ethical, questions'

regarding the longer-term prospects for school computer use. If

computer-assisted'instructiOn is still, to be'the pri\iary function of

computers in the. ClassrooM, one must ask whether proViding a new method

forhaving, students practice rote-learned rules of grammar and arithmetic

is more important than usinlimited school resources'to develop more

high-level intellectual skills.

Yet it is understandable that so much effort is going into trying

to,make microcomputers work in-the schools. This'first generation of

underr$3000 computers--delivering 'the Same computing capabilities as
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$30,000 machines did,less than a decade ago--are surely the precursors

of tools that mat revolutionize teaching a decade from now.

Dreams for the Future

After evaluating the current uses of microcomputers, it is, possible

to come to the conclusion that the technology is just too mechanized and

inflexible to be much help'in reaching instructional goals. On the other

hand, focusing merely on immediate applications is unnecessarily limit-

ing. Only by expanding one's attention to,some of the more imaginative.

/ideas of how computers might function in education can one attempt a

long-range view. So let us consider some dreams - -.some of the ways that

;computers might servelchildren and adolescents in schobl settings perhaps

10 to 15 years from now.

,Imagine, if you will, 30-second-graders seated in their classroom,

each conversing.with a personal"videopal." They speak to it in-lowered

voices, as they have been taught by their teacher, and their videopal,

in turn, speaks back to theminstructing them, for example, to read-'

aloud the next word or phrase displayed on the screen. The computer,

personalized and responsive; meanwhile assesses the.child's performance

level., recall's from its memory bank information about the child's recent

'particular problems, and selects at appropriate stimulus for the next

reading task. After the student responds, the machine checks for errors,

announces gently how the words should have been pronounced, and provides'

additional opportunities or examples as follow-ups. Meanwhile, the

classroom teacher is circulating through the room, assisting some stu-

dents with problems that the computer lacks the flexibility to handle,

and helping others to get the maximum use out of this electronic learning

tool. Elsewhere ,in the school, fourth- and fifth-grade students are

engaged in similar dialogues with intelligent "computer tutors," respond-

ing by using the keyboard that they learned during the previous year.

The computers in this scenario communicate by using a stored body

of knowledge of,both subject matter and teaching method, and by emulating

thejbehavior of a master teacher -- knowing whatkind'of stimulus to

present, how to evaluate the response, and what kind of feedback (both

subStantiN% and affective) is necessary to assist the child's understand-

ing and to maintain motivation for receiving future simuli.
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Now imagine a child in the same second-grade classroom--one who has

become interested in the musical patterns and colorful designs that have

been programmed into a "videobrush" computer available, in the classroom

learning center. Through the child's inttinsic.interest in musical sound

and color, he has learnertO manipulate this device (which was pro-

grammed, of course, to encourage this manipulation) to create a music-

and-color design of his own construction.

At the same tine that the computer allows this "play" (i.e., self-

directed activity not desitgned to yield a particularly known arid general-
rf

izably useful skill), it explains to its user certain properties of color

and sound and the human physiological apparatus that senses them. It

also provides modifications of the child's construction and queries him

about how these modificationsmight affect the image. A brilliant inter-

mixture of instruction and play'maintains the user's interest, develops

creative th:.nking,kandassists in underbtanding a subject matter beyond'

the usual range of the second-grade curriculum and possibly beyond the

capacity of the teacher to ekplain or even to underStand..

There are many other such dreams. For example, we might also

imagine a multifaceted computer display screen which another student

(probably of high school age) has learned to manipulate as a writing

pad, a. calculator,',3 dictionary, a thesadrus, and a variety of news and

information sources. This student develops expOsitory skills, and infor-

mation retrieval strategies using the kiKof "paper and pencil" Which

wAlbe available to her in the real world after schooling. She manip-

ulates the, keyboard in frcOnt of her with an agility coming from several,

years of experience using such communications devices. She uses special

keys to get the computer's help, when she,cannot remember or does not

know how to use the computer. facilities to accomplish a desired retrieval

or information manipulation. The teacher, meanwhile is.freed to provide

more scholarly assistance, helping various students improve their exposi-

tory style and contributing editorial judgment, leaVing the computer

assist with some of the more mechanical aspects of writing, such as

syntax and "spelling.

In another image, a high school physics teacher is trying to develop

'his students' understanding of the history of scientific knowledge of

physiCal principles. Using a'large-screen video display which the entire
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class can see, he demonstrates the behavior of objects sliding dolninan:

inclined plane, with the ,objects' behavior-conforming to an assumed

mathematical' equation. The objects, of course, are not real,. but dynamic:

visual computer iTages which look real to any but the most discriminating

observer. After'leatning how a mathethatical equation relates to the
.

'objects' behaVior-,the students are.asked to suggest variations in the

equation and. then',:judge.WhicheivatiOn best conforme to the behavior of
. _. .:

_

objectS in the real world: The teacher Mentions in passing that without:;:,
-_. .

the computer's ability to create these,simulated worlds where things,

behave differently than in the real world, the students could only-accept.

the equations on faith; because proving them would,reqUire experiments

much to complex and expensive to be done in the classroom.

In a_ atil!1 scene, we find an average high school student of the

future who has become bored with using the computer in preprogrammed

ways to practice reading and language skills, create musical patterns,

write school reports, calculate solutions to math problems, and examine

alternative simulation models. Instead, having .learned.the immense vari-

ety of information manipulation of which the computer is capable, the

student is busily engaged in creating new functions for .the computer for e.

use in his own life or for someone. else's.

This capacity to combine known computer capabilities into a new

function or product is generally known as programming. Many people-
.

believe that such skills are beyond the capacity of the average adoles-

cent, but those who have worked with students--some as young as age 5 or,

6--have come toytheoPposite conclusion. :Programming, although" requiring

logical thought and abstract reasoning, itself generates intellectual

growth in these skills, and is simply not a foreign process to those who

have used the computer in a variety of ways.

Programming both requires and generates,hecapicity to perform

logical operations on pieces of information to structure information in

a systematic:way, and to creatively combine different. pieces of informa-

tion in .a new and functional way. LoW cost computers, by being available

and accessible, may foster thesecapacities in a much broader population

of adolescents than we previously thought possible.
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1.4d g-7-Pange Goals

Eadh of theae dreams is impractical today:. Each demands from avail-.

',Able computer tschnolOgy, fromcoMmercial or interneLly,developed dom-

puter programs, or from teacher-Possessed bomputeir.knowledge more than

almost any schocl-is able to obtain-Oe'pioVide, Nevertheless, 'these

scenarios contain most of the goals thatthose:Who are excited about the

possibiIitiea'of coMputers in the classroom haVe .

1. The ebilityOf intelligent:and:.dommunidatiVemachinea'to pro-

appropriate instructional stimuli on an individual basis, and-to

present diagnoses and feedback both to the'stUdent and to tile.teacher-

manager monitoring-the student's' progress.

2. The creation of intelledtually stimulating environmentsfor

teaching subject- matter generally foralgn to-the:;dUrrentcurricuium,
.

perhaps beyond the competence of the teacher, but.important and useful

preparation for the world of the futdre.

3. The'resources of a highly complex but flexible information

storage, retrieval, and procesairig machine-.-comparebleto a library, a

librarian a typewriter, and a skilled editor - -all accessible to the

providingstudent and providing necessary skills for subsequerit adult experiences:

4. The ability to provide experiences and opportunities-throUgh

simulations which would be otherwise too costly, too risky,too

consuming, or simply impossible. People Often learn'best by participat-

ing in a system rather than merely being a spectator; computers provide

a way to getsclose to _:the real thing without costs or risks:,

5. A generw ation of young adults usinsaogicel thOught, prOCessing_

information, and performing-analytic tasks far better than previous

ones--due tO.an early ,and continuous exposure to concepts'and,methOds-of

computer programming.

Although these classroom goals are highly idealized, it is posaible

now for software producers to develop programs so that even currently

marketed microcomputers could function in ways that would help achieve.

them. Programs can be written for children and adolescents toeXplore

musicand.art theory, to receive tutoring in arithmetical operations, 'to

practice retrieving information'from a computer's database, to simulate

social gfivirOhMents and scientifid principles,.and to test students.'

models of theae systems. And dlassea can be organized to teach students

to program computers.
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Some Classroom healities

even if the producers of educational materials for computers

go beyond "drill- and - grill" to produce programs that actually teach

rather than merely test, this does not inevitably mean that teachers

will be able to use them, effectively.
c .

Foremost among the problems to overcome is the contrast between the,

computer's CapacitytO interact best with a single'student and the

school's group-based instructional organization.

ComputerS, like typewriters and books, are essentially individual-

ized intellectual environments. ClassroOms, on the other hand, are pri-

marily group interaction systems, often with a single focus of attention
_

for all individuals. . The management of individual activities4s often

most effective. n a setting like. a laboratory, designed on the premise

that everyone is conducting independent study. En contrast,,when'a small

number of computers, are loCated dlassrOom, individual, study at the

computer becomes difficult since it must compete or alternate with the

teacher's presentations to larger groups.

Unfortunately, the designers of computer programs typiCally do not

think in terms of classroom instruction. Even the technically superior

computer programs for educational use generally lack a program of activi-

tiesties fora classioomofsstudents. In other words, teachers need help in

organizing the 80 to90% of student time spent waiting for other students

to finish their:turn at the computer. , A useful program of activities

might include individual and team worksheets, library research, small

group instruction:, And reading material. With such-flexibly grouped

instructional materials, a handfutof computer stations could indeed be

profitably used in a classroom setting.

It would be helpful as well fok developers of.computer-based

instructional materials to develop learning activities, including game-

lik drills and simulations, that involve pairs or several students

simultaneously. In addition to providing an environment in which more

children could be occupied in a computer - directed learning activity,.
. .

such programs would alSo accommodate the preferenCes' that most young

people have for interpersonal rather than individualized: learningsitua-

tions.



Writing programs that are peer interactive as well as computer

interactive,certainly\requires more creativity than writing drills.
\

However, for now, such 'group-based programs may be more functtpnal for

typical classroom learning environments than the individual student

drills. The programs could involve studentS,.challenging one another

\with problems for whiChthe computer is official scorer/or 'judge (regard-,

ing'istiles'of "fairness" as well as "right" and "wrong"),A.nteractive
,

games in which the computer is the playing board;-and simulations in

,I which students take on different roles or work together to solve ,group

problett.

Getting There From Here

Most educators today have contrasting feelings on these issues. On

the one hand, there is excitement over the idea .that the microcomputer

may be a harbinger of monumental change in the capacity of information

machines to affect students' education. On the other hand, there is ,a

stre) leling that applying current microcomputer technology with

limite ,quipment and without forethought about integratidn into tradi-.

tiOnal classroom' instruction will produce disappointments, poorly

utili-zed resources, and wasted expenditures.

.However, although it may not be'possible to implement computer-based

instruction in every. classroom today, many actions can still improve the

way that computers affect tomorrow's educational process:

--Researchers should work'closely with school systems attempting

pilot implementations of computer -based instruction. In this wlywe can

maximize what we learn about:making instructional software' programs

effective.

--Developers shou d pay more attention to,the Social requirements

of classroom teachers. 'They need to develop comprehensive learning

programs--not just computer programs--that consider the classroom'as'the

unit of Instruction and that take into account the likelihood of only

one:or two computers being available.

-- School systems should seek to develop cd5puter literacy among, as

many staff members as possible, particularly' staff librarians and. secon-

dary teachers in math, science, English, and businets. Teachers with

strong objections or with strong inclinations should be excluded or
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included as they choose. By computer.literacy, we.mean familiarity with

e vlsiety of instruction-related tasks that microcomputers have now or

will have in th *Lire, as well as experience in using microcomputers

for text prep, gtton and editing, test scoring, and preprogrammed

instruction. %Folnotivated teachers, computer literacy should also

include acquiring the ability to write BASIC language programs on exist-

ing microcomputers and to teach programming to students.

--Teachers finally; should remain resolutely critical, though un-

afraid to learn about how this new.technology could--but may not--

revolutionize the way we teach.

The advances.0044made duritI this decade in the capacity Of elec-

.tronic media to store; retrieve, and procesSc:Increasing amounts of infor-.

mation at a Steadilydecreasing cost is one of the more exciting trends

in.an often discouraging world. Someday, schools may be able to use the

fruits of this technological growth surge to help young people attain

greater acadetic'competenciet than the generations before; them.'

However,. it will nit help for us to accept uncritically every

"computer- based" gimmick that comes to market. We must think'clearly

about how we.want our children's education to improve, what computers

can do to help, how that-assistance can in fact be accomplished, and

whether or not any of this is reasonably affordable. Through appropriate

research, well-organized strategies of instructional progkam development,

and careful school policy-making and staff development-, we maybe able

to make today's dreams about computers and kids into tomorrow's reali-

ties.
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COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY AND THE SOCIAL STUDIES

r by Allen D. Glenn and Daniel L. Klassen

_...1

Two Essentials: Computer Literacy and Informatics
,I,

.

Teaching-students about politics has as its goal helping them to.
.

acquire ne ed knowledge, skills, and\attitudesto.enable them to par-

eticipate of in the life of the political system. '' Political
..

-education and citizenship training in. some formor another haVe long
_,

been a Social studies tradition. The National CoUncil forthe Social

Studies and the American .Political Science Association Comnittee on Pre-

Collegiate Education havedeveloped specific'gUidelin.Ps About what should

be included in the political education Of'youth. The ultimate goal is

the preparation Of young people for the intelligent participation in.the

political process. Given the tremendous groWthof,computer technology. .-

and related 'information systems and their use in the'pOlitical decisions

making processes, thisoal of intelligent participation cannot be

achieved unless the young\ rSon has knowledge and awareness in,two

critical areas: computer lite acy and informatics.
A

Computer Literacy.' Computer literacy has as its own goal the devel-

opmerrt of an informed citizen capabl "e of understanding the social and

political impact of the computer on society as well as a general under-

standing of the technical and operitionll.features of' the computer

(Johnson et al. 1980).

In most schools today, computers are studied 'in the mathematics

area. Students learn how computers function, how to write programs, and

how to use computers to run selected programs. Only 4 percent of the
t

.

social, instudies classrooms sampled a recent study indicated that the

computer was used for instructional purposes (Weiss 1978). This 'finding

indicates'the existing gap betWeen what is happening in the classroom

and the events that are occurring outside the classroom. Students need

to know more than computer "hardware"--how the machine works, They need

Excerpted from The Educational Forum (Winter 1983), pp. 213-216. Used
by permission of. Kappa Delta Pi. Copyright 1983 Kappa Delta Pi. All
rights reserved.
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to understand the social and olitical ramifications of computer 'tech-

.nology on society. Such an eXploration is at the heart of the social

studies. 'Information gathered daily 'is used by the government. Computer

crime is one of the fastest growingictiMinal activities in tee nation

(Lasdeh 1981). More and more information'isheing made available and

can be stored on minute computer chips. The microcomputer is revolutiOh-

izing the computer industry. A computer-literate person needs to-be

aware of the knowledge and value questions related to computers and the

use.of information. 'r

informatics. Informatic6,is a way of looking at information as a

physical,entityand as a form,Of energy available to humankind. Thee

,French Academy offers the following definition

Informatic is the science of the systematic. and'effective

treatment, specially by automatic machines, oftinformation
seen as a m dium.for human knowledge and for commvinications in

tebhnical, conomic, political, and social contexts (Guidelines
for a National Policy 1975).

Informatics studies the relationship between how information is gathered

and processed and how that information is used in making decisions. It

is significant because it is-of primary importance in the political,

social erect economic life of countries, and it influences the forms and

habits of society more deeply than any other development since the indus-

trial revolution. A report suggests:

The attitude towards the informatics phenomenon is nearly the

same as that vis-a-vis the industrial revolution at the begin-

ning of the nineteenth century: The states, which understood

the phendmenon of the,industrial revolution and accepted it,

caught up and overtook the others.. Similarly, the countries

which are becoming aware of the importance of Informatics, and

are taking appropriate action thereto, are those which will be

the most advanced at the end of the twentieth century, while
those whiCh are neglecting and overlooking this phenomenon
will be less developed in the year 2000, whatever their present
level of development may be (Informatics 1975).

Most interestingly, it is the deVeloping countries which are most

a 'btive in this area, primarily because of the importance these nations

place on the development of information processing technology relative

to economic, social, and political development (Lecarme and Lewis 1975).

Social studies students need to know hot,/ information is collected,

stored, and used by political. decision makers. Questions regarding pub-,

lic versus, private information, databanks, surveillahce, depersonalize-
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r
tion, and the concentrationfof,power must be studied. These questions

strike, at the very core of the poi'itical process, human rights, and

social, studies education.

Implications for SdOial StUd'eb Education

If young,peo le are

and understandi
4.

technology' and, in govetnment decision making, social studies

1educators shOu.d caref,.xfy consider the following goals (Anderson and
l %, .' ':"'

Klassen 1 ei.dittizen of tomorrow needs ,,to:
.

V

'the role orinformation in highly diversified

the issues related to the balance between the

3d,pivacy and the need for information.

StildSilindividual''s
`rights

concerning information colL.

gdvernment-agencies.

toU'enter the political world With a knowledge'

rowing use.and iStential misuse of computer
:

't Understand how data are collected, stored, analyzed, and used

in making policy decisions.
4 ,

cies.'

Have an awareness of and the ability to use research techniques

the .collection and proCessing of information Utilizing the-capacities

of the computei.

6. Explore socially relevant topics such as computer crime, data-

banks, and systems analysis to gain an understanding of the impact of

Know how computer technology is used within government agen-

'these topics on the social, economic,`and political lives of the indivi-

dual.

7. Explore his or her own value positions in!tslationship to )' -com-

puter technology.

These are not necessarily all the goals that may be developed; how-

ever, such goals suggest insights into areas heretofore neglected in

most social studies curricula. TheSe are goals that can be included

anywhere inthe K-12 curriculum, but they are probably most appropriate

for the middle and secondary School student. These goals do not require

that another, course be added to the curriculum, but they could easily be

incorporatedinto civics, government; sociology,. economics, anthropology,

and social problems courses. What is needed is an attempt by social



studies educators to include in thestudy ofvarious topics those issues

of the twenty-first century which areHcurrent.in the 1980s. Computer

technology 'and information processing are not fads that will pass with

time. They will continue to play an, important role in the'afe of each

citizen.
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THE NEW INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY:

CRITICAL QUESTIONSI1OR SOCIAL SCIENCE EDUCATORS

by Mary Hepburn ,

As ocial scientists and educators, *di cannot help but marvel at

the met orphosis taking place in our work eironment. We are in the

midst o an infOrmation revolution.' Microcomputers,.. which have become

widely available in only the last five to sLx years, *ale now accessible

as pow rful and reliable tools for the computation and storage of vast

amounts of data. Moreover, they are relatively portable and inexpensive.
/

They make the huge mainframe computers\oV my graduate, student research

years look as outsized and cumbersome as/the giant at the top of Jack's

beanstalk.
-44.

Videodiscs, cable television, andsatllite telecommunications are

also contributing to the information revolution as it unfolds all around

us. .Videodisci, for example, have nearly'an unlimited capacity for

information storage and reproduction. A single videodisc can contain

over 100,000 frames of visuals, and that disc can be reproduced by stamp-

ing a copy disc in a fraction of a second. 'These remarkable advances

are changing every facet of our lives including work, recreation, and

education.

Chang% is taking place So rapidly in this eleCtronic reyolutiOn

and educators have been inundated with so many questions concerning

practical matters of daptation, that it has been difficult -to discern

the larger issues of our profession. Much of.the response among social

studies professionals thus far has been addressed to "how'to do it"

(e.g., diem 1981; Cohen 1983; Martorella 1983). Of course,

to le rn aOut the techniqUes of new information technology

obtain asic descriptions 'and learn practical applications'.

is more

we do /need

We Must

However, it

ortant to us as social science educators that'we reflect on

the nature of the changes taking place and attempt to grasp the/implica-

tions for \individual and collective perceptions of reality. Will the

new technology charige substantially the way people view the world and

each other?

Excerpted fro a paper presented at the 'annual meeting of the Social
SCience EducatiOn Contortium, Athens, Georgia, June 1983. Used. by

permission of the author.



The larger social and professional issues do not emerge readily

from the general literature on the new technology. The articles,

reports; viewpoints, and early research reviewed by fhis'nOvicesuggest

that the lack' of high resolution regarding thebig issues'May be attrib-

utable to the fact that there are three planes'of interest which cross

each other only now and then.

One fs-a utilitarian approach to the technology; i.e., what it is,

how it works, how Ito use it. The second is what the Europeans referito

as "informatics," Which is 'a more specific apilied approach to the.edh-

nolcgy; i.e., examination'of how the technology Can be related to spe-

cific subject matter. The,third, which thus far has very limited devel-

opment in the social studies literature, is a.kind of participant-

observer examination and analysis of new tech. lifestyles in:schools and

elsewhere in the society; i.e., assessments of what computers. and .tele-

communications are doing for us and to us:, and how individuals and groups

are responding.

Itseems to me that all three types of investigation have something

to offer us as we set out to reassess purposes and means in the profes-

sion and chart di?rections. Therefore, ',will attempt,to draw upon-these

several-levels of discussion in raising critical.queetions to be

addressed by social science/social studies educators.

1. How Is the Revolution in Information Technology Changing the Schools

and Education, Especially Social Studies Education?

Educati,pn generally deals in information and information skills.

The school traditionally has been the center of a wealth of information
, .

sources which were4unavaiAble in the home. Libraries, laboratories,

displays, films, maps, and quantities of textbooks made the school a

special place for information. But that is rapidly Changing., The newer

inforMatiOn sources have first become available outside of the schools.

Television, utilized only minimally in schools, provides an information

source in every home which has gradually shifted the balance. Microcom-

>pUters, 111 use in.bueinesses and in.home recreation years before exten-

sive use in the/schools, have tipped the balance. Schools are no longer

the centers of/information.
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Perceptions of the schools and education are changin . Children

haye direct sources of information in television sets and microcomputerbi

they need not depend on the teacher. Parental and public confidence in

schools is declining. The recent report of the National Commission on

Excellence in Education (U.S. Department of Education 1983) registers a

public outcry against declining ,,v6hievement
)

sc4 ores. The average school

graduate of today is reportedly not as well- educated as the average grad-
r

,-

uate of 25 or even 35 years ago. it is interesting that,the action

'called for is not'to junk the schools as educational institutions but

rather to raise "standards" and reform teaching ., approaches4 Computer

applications stand out among the recommended reforms.

In these technological reform efforts social studies educators can

help t.8 meet several student needs. One is in the area of "training"-:-

.training youngsters in the skills needed to organize, utilize, and eval-

uate One great wealth of information available to them. The technology,
. .

if used creatively, can provide an effective means to move away from

narrow facts-memorization teaching. Others point to the need to avert

personal isolation from electronic education by providing opportunities
..

. .
to practice group decisions and examine group values. Still another .

challenge for social studies educators is in the need for counterbalanc\

ing simplistic or stereotyped realities conveye&on television and in

electronic games which tend to "homogdnize"'childhood (Johnson 1981).

So what is new in these challenges? Haven't these beenamong the

objectives of social studies education for many years? We should not be

misled,by their familiar ring, because the situation in the schools and

universities,is changing. The communications'style of education is being

imposed from without, not from within. The technological advances now

engulfing all levels of education are rapidly changing the ways in which

we do research, the ways in which we design and teach our courses, and

the ways in which we must serve social studies education in the schools:

The electronic revolution is raising a Whole raft of practical where-to-

usb-it and howto-do-it questions'for social. studies educatirs. .To

enrich and update the curriculum and to invigorate and revise methods of

instruction, we must. work with programmers, business, firms, politicians,

and systems developers.

0
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As we ausesa professiOnal obligations, however, we must not overlook

the larger, hignificance of the electronic revolution to nu &t uoCial

studieseducatora. Technological change is creating soc:Lal, economic,

and political issues ap it is making history. In short,:the content of

the social sciences and history, which is the subject matter of the

social studies, is being amended and extended. UuSt a fow exaMplep:
d'

Employment patterns are changing with decline' in heavy manufacturing

and agriculture and increases in information occupations;- institutional

power hierarchies are shifting-as exemplifiedby the rise of systems

analysts in business and higher education;.the huge-world markets for

electronic equipment have become highly competitive. and fragmented, and

related international hoStilities.have developed; serious needs are aris-

ing'for governmental protection and regulatAn in regard to rights

relatecito issues of information privacy ..and so4ware.ethic6.

2. How Great Are the Inequities Created by Initial Distribution Pat-

terns and How Can Equal Access Be Promoted?,

In the U.S. the-older information'technology, namely radio and one-
.

way television, obtained wide, distribution across social and economic

lines; What about ;the new technology? In'the area of interactive satel-
,lite,telecommunications,.the questiOn'of costs still looms large.

Naisbitt, in his book Megatrends (1981), for, example, dismisses inter-

active satellite technology as too costly for mass application and mass

availability in, the near future. Computers, thus far, are providing an

information resource mainly for upper and middle claSs homes and well-

heeled school districts'without budget problems. In fact, participants

at a 1982 conference sponsored by the National Insti1tute of Education

identified "equal access regardless of economic status" as the single

most important issue,of information technology in schools (Deck 1982).

Declining cost? in computer production and the rising priority given

to computers in school budgets suggest that availability will increase

rapidly in the near future. We should keep in mind, however, that the

most effective use of the newer information sources requires an active

rather than a passive user. Unlike television and radio as we now use

them by pushing a button and sitting back to passively observe and
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listen, the more recent technology requires responses and some skills on

the part of the user. Accessibility, therefore, is based not only on

hardware but on knowledge and training.

Intorlinking the use of computers to television and to satellites

has brought about a communications revolution of international diminsions

and\raised issues of accessibility on an international scope. Equal

access is emerging as one of die major political and social questions of'

international governance. Article 19 of the Declaration of Human Rights

adopted.by the United Nations states that everyone has the right to Seek,

receiVe, and send information and ideal through all typos of media. In

recent years in the U.N., developing countries have expressed resentment

at the manner in which they have been flooded with news'qind advertising

from the larger industrialized nations. They seek an e 1 capacity to

disseminate information (Powers 1980).

Overa11,4given the interest in the accessibility

skills it seems likely that in the next few years the s

dware and

will be

called upon to examine existing inequities and assist in reducing them

by providing equal opportunities for learning the skills and uses of

innovative technology. This As not a new obligation for schools and

educators in democratic countries, but it is not an easy one to fulfill.

As social educators in a democracy, we must be concerned about open

access to knowledge resources. How we approach the qrstion of equal

access will require important decisions in national and local political

arenas and in'the profession very soon.

3. As New Technology Becomes Integral to Instruction in the Classroom,

How are Student Learning Processes Affected?

Schbol learning is shifting from an overwhelming dependence on

'learning from print resources to more and more use of electronic

resources. VidecCScreens have brought about some change in learning
,

processes in the last few decades, but this was mostly outside of

'schools. Today microcomputers and videodiscs promise highly accelerated
/10

change in the ways in which students learn both in schools and out.

Educational psychologist Mary Alice White (1982) has done some

pioneering work in the analysis of electronic learning which can be

enlightening to us in social studies education. She has defined three
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stages of electronic:learning: .(2j the television stage, whieh began in

the 1940s, (2) the'computer stage, which we have recently entered, and

(3) the stage of "the completeelectronic learning benter,";which she*

pre<cts is "just around the corner."

White proposes that a theory of electronic learningis needed, and.'

a whole new body of research conducted. Motivation, memory, attention,

control, and Interaction must be studied anew in the new electronic

learning environment. As a 4eginning point she urges: careful. comparative

studies of electronic and print learning.: Then, as a first step she

provides an interesting comparison of some characteristics of print

learning with two types of electronic learnina--keceptive learning (tele-

vision, cable) and interactive learning (computer,: videodisc, interactive

cable).

The differences betWeen receptive and interactive electronic learn-

ing seem to me to be'most.significant for social studies education (see.

Hepburn 1978): The interactive modes offer high motivation and attention

along with high user control, oppOrtunities to ask questions and respond

to questions in decision and gaming formats, and greater relative-poten-

tial for high image communication. The content of social studies is

people..centered, and it is dynamic,,continually expanding and changing.

Clearlyi content which involves people, issues, and decisions-is best

.taught in an interactive mode. New information technology appears to

have the pOtential to.stimulate and increase social studies learning not

only by providing freer access to information but also through learning

activities which require frequehtactive utilization of content. The

proposition begs fbr research.

?).

4: In What Theoretical ConteiVs)..Shall We Set Objectives for Redesign--

ing. Content, Materials, and Strategies of Social Studies Education as We

Proceed into the Information Revolution?

Belief and-actions regarding.social studies depenct.not only on
.

learning theory but--on=.sociil and educational philosophies, and the two

are not.often easily reconciled' (see Hunt and Metcalf 1968). Today we

are subjeCted to a loud clamor from the public arena.in which so many

education decisions;gre made: Itsresounds with calls for action--from .

government, frombusiness and industry, from academic, from local com-
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munitiet. All demand improved school education in the new technological

era. But the voices are not united. The...various formulas for improve-

ment reveal differing philoSophic viewpoints.

Before leaping into " high tech," social scientists and -social

studies educatorS should reflect on underlying purposes and implied Out-.

comes. For example, high in the arena a groupwermight call the "modern

day essentialists" are demanding that we meet the'needs of the new era

byciStrenithening education in the basic traditionel"SUbjects. Thetail

is for more rigorlin school education to produce greater intellectual

skills as.eVidenced in higher test scores. 'New informatidn techriolOgy

is to be used to produce -a more efficient knowledge-ofthe-badics eduCa-

' tion. Using the technology, teachers. are to demonstrate the means to

specific knowledge and_thus enrich student ,retention and access to

important factual information. In this view the significerice of the

technology is that we'can use it to better learn and better communicate

the observed and measured reality in which we live (e.g., Scandura 1981).

From another pjt of the arena come the cheers of another group,

whom we might call "modern-day progressives." They welcome technological

development with differing expectations. The call is for a reinVigora-

tipn of the problem-solving approach to-education using electrpnic

mation tools (e.g., Ray 1982). The new technplogy is envisioned as a

means for teachers to improve conditions for student learning of

processes. They foresee-that in the future classroom the teacher's role

as guide or aide will be enhanced, and the temptation for the teacher to

act as a conduit of knowledge will be minimized. In this view the sig-

nificanceof technology is that it provides a more efficient means to

test.hypotheses and to examine unchallenged truths.

Of course, there'are other perspectives. Some view the information

revolution as possible means to social reconstruction. Others foresee a

fearful technocracy. A few are,calling forzt-e-w social theories to recon-
,

cile changing interests in'both materialistic and humanistic advancement

(see Hartoonian 1983).

The unprecedented rapid rate of technological change makes careful

reflection _difficult. Nevertheless, social studies educators must take

time to examine the assumptions and implications of proposed development



programs. Wp must attempt to define the theoretical contexts of the.

choices we are making as we decide individually and in large professional,

groups just how we shall respond.

5. How Shall We Define Social Studies "Computer Literacy" and Thus the

Extent:to Which We Will AtteMpt.to Educate Students and-Teachers to

Utilize Computers in the Social Studies?

The term "computer,literacy" applied to students,orteachers is

controversial.. It is widely used by educators to refer to some minimum

competency of learning about computer app4catione,but there.is little

agreement about what the minimula'ShoUlcibe. One group of educators uses

the,term to refer to competency.in recogniZing and.describing the cap-

abilities of computers,{ their impact_on society; and some practical

information about-their application in-workareas. A group of Swedish .

educators, for example,- has experimented with teaching 'computer,appre.,.

ciation" in:mathematics and civics courses in upper secondary school.

Students develop an awareness of the use of.cbmputers in workplaceS by

reading, discuSsion,'and field trips, and by using the computer to solve

math problems(Kollerbauer 1982).
a

Other edUcators argue that "co mputer literacy" means the ability to

actually do computing including` programming skills (Kelman 19824 CalhOun

1981). Some have suggested that computer software be used to teach about'
i

the nature of computers and their role in economic and social change.

For teachers, instructor-created software could be used to review the

effects of computers on the curriculum (Hofmeister 1982).
. s

Another view is that school computing. experience should be provided

only for those.whO are: interested, rather than forcing it on every stu-

dent (or every teacher). It is argued that the demand fdr universal

computer literacy has been based on a false impression of computer educe-

tiOnas.a means.to a good job and social-mobility (Harvey 1983)., Given

the limited.number of computers in each classroom,"it is argUed, those

/who are interested and who are progressing should have greater access.

The question of how much social studies teachers.and social studies

dents must.know about computers and how skilled they must, be in the.

use omputers is a serious issue in our subject area, for Social

studieS teachers are reported to be."at the bottom of every usage sur



vey." Even those few who utilize computers in social-studies instruc=

tion, use: them mainly for drill and practice or canned simulations rather

than teaching social science processes (Roberts .1982).

We can gain some insight into the usage problem from Westrn Euro

pean educators who gathered at a conference in Italy last fall to report

and discuss their experiences with computer applications in education

.(Council for Cultural Cooperation 1982). All the reports,emphasizedthe

initial need to alleviate teacher fears of the computer. .Commentary in

.U.S. computer` journals and in the.Europeanreports suggests that once

teachers have enough training to feel familiar with the'hardware and are

given enough time to experiment,-they, like their students, will be

caught up on. the activeness, challenge, and versatility of the medium

(Ray 1982; OldA 1983).

We have learned from past innovations in social studies.curriculUm

that the confidence and cooperation of teachers is required for success-

'ful application with students. "New social studies" materials and more

recently citizenship education strategies presented teacher's with cur

riculum materials which were mainly in the age-oid nonthreatening print-.

medium. The obvious question.isi if-success was limited then, 'how can

..we.expedt tQ successfully innovate using a COmpletely,new-microeleCtronid:

medium?

One response is that we are juSt finding the appropriate medium for

some of theAlder messages of the social studies curriculum. The more

open, interactive, information-fed format of learning baSed on the new

technology can help to promote inquiry and problem- solving 'learning.

Debugging can provide.somepowerful,lesSons in both logical and critical,

thinking. Programming reqUires conceptualizing and a series of

hypothesis-testing activities. Moreover, today there is a nonhostile

environment for discovery learning, perhaps because it is in the techno
,

logical mode. The social and economic climate tends to encourage all

types of computer education.

6. How Will the Revolution in Information Technology Affect Human

Interaction in Schools and Classroom?

Educators from 12 European nations at the computer technology work-

shop last fall discussed several concerns about the-human effects of



computerization in schools (Council for Cultural Cooperation 1982)..i One

of these was-teacher fear of .replacement by technology. Another was the

threat of replacing teachers with.technically trained persons from the

business world. Participants determined that teacher replacement was

far-fetched. And, although the hiring of teachers.with business World

experience with computers was encouraged for some vocational programs,'

proposals and recommendations were bpilt around the assumption that sub-.

ject area teachers will learn enough about computing. through inservice

or basic teacher education courses. to be able tb use the technology as a

teaching tool in their subject area. Two important changes in the

teacher's role were predicted however: teachers:willno longer be the

prime source'of informationand teachers will develop new skills and

Will become more professional.

Not too. many years ago American teachers could.be,heard to express

concerns about being replaced by computers. Somd had conjured up images

of a clanking metal robot with flashing, lights teaching World History in

a droning electronic voice. Now, computers are hardly threatening

because they are everywhere visible outside the schoOl--the grocery store

checkout, the appliance section of department stores, post offices,

travel agencies, brokerage firms, airline ticketcounters, nursing sta-

tions in hospitals, and in the living. rooms and offices of favorite'soap

opera characters. Increasingly, teachers can be heard expressing impa-'

tience at not having 'a microcomputer for their own classroom.

One of the human problems about which American sociologists and

psychologists have expressed concern is the impersonality of computers.

Computers will not adjust to us as people do. They adhere to a specific

program! A typical example is the kind of irritation one feels after

many years of paying the light bill on time when on return from vacation

a short unpleasant letter is found threatening to turn off the power '

because the payment is three days late. The telltale dot-matrix print

in' the letter reveals that it was prepared by a computer. But how do

you explain your situation to an impersonal, inflexible, and cold

machine?

On the cther,hand, in some situations computers have been found to

be more "humane" by reducing embarrassment and put people more at ease.

Patients in hospitals preferred computer interviews, and alcoholics more



honestly reported their alcohol consumption to computers than to sympa-

thetic human interviewers (Calhoun 1981). Computers do not give us a

glance of disapproval or a condescending response--unless programmed to

do so.. Certain school children may be better motivated to learn in com-
.

puterized trial-and-error learning modes in which they feel free to make

errors without receiving disapproving glances or remarks from teacher

and,classmates.

Will we lose the opportunities for cooperative learning and groUp

discussion afforded by traditional print-oriented classrooms? White

(1982) reported a study conducted at Teachers College in which pupils

interacted with each other more in the computer room than in the regular

classroom. Moreover, much of the interaction in the computer room was

concerned with learning, while in the print-oriented classroom much less

of the interaction was productive.

Telecommunications,can add another dimension of human sharing tol

the microcomputer and video screens. -Telecommunications make interaction

. possible between student groups across many miles, across continents. ,

In addition to exchanging information, they may also exchange expressions

of attitudes and feelings. The process could be beneficial for human

understanding across regions and across nations.

Overall, there is every indication that electronic learning need

not be dehumanizing-and can, in fact, promote humanistic and democratic

attitudes if .programmed properly and used in an open and interactive

manner.
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periodical or journal, title of article, name(s) of author(s), date of
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